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PREFACE

This Special B ulletin wascreated because of the need for materials that would help in cataloging Asian art slides

and phoographs. Since Asian art has occupied such a large segmentof my professional and academic life, I am very

pteaseO *--O t"ppy to know ttut there was a demand for this Special Bullerin among slide curators'

The staff of the Slide and Photograph Collection in 0re Department of the Hisory of Art' University of

Michigan, tus been very supponi".,-.. iruu" the executive officers of 0re Visual Resources Association' Their

.n.o,rig"r.nt made the df,ierence in whether or not &is publication came ino existence. Even though it may seem

odd to thank someone for giving you more work !o do, the reward of seeing the resuls and}nowing they will bc of

some benefit to the profesiion ii well worth the effort. In particular, I would like to thank Nancy schuller who

helped me overcome my tendency owards inertia at ttre beginning of this project. Tina Bissell and Becky Hoort

corrected typos and bloopers in ttre text, making the end product 
less 

humorous but more grarnmatically accurate'

Joy Blouiniust broached the subject of my writing this Bulletin ih a very kind way, which caused me to agree

immediately that it should be donl, and then wondlr afterw'ards how she had done ttraq and Jeri Hollister' wilh

infinite p"ti"n.", guided me through my first steps in computer formatting. From the beginning to the end then'

0ranks are due to au of the." coworkers who are a credit to the visual resources profession.
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INTRODUCTION

Cataloging Asian art challenges every slide curator at one time or another with unforeseen problems' In the

bricf period of a morning's work, a curab; might have to identify a Chinese flower from a multi-floral handscroll' a

Tibenn dharmapala in a thangka,and a story iro, u mural at Ajanta, Cave l. These rypes of problems are only one

part of a cataloger,s reperoire of puzles. one must also be able o fit a considerable variety of art and subject' matter

into one cohesive cataloging system, or in some cases, perhaps fit the system to the art. Along with these concerns

are others regarding problems such as alternate ranscription jystems fora few Asian languages, like Chinese and

Thai. These are thi icinos of opics which will be aOOrisseO in this Special Bulletin on Asian cauloging'

Emphasis has been placed on Southeast Asia and India in rtre sertions on art classification and cataloging' That

is because so much material is availabre in English on chinese and Japanese art, and most instiurtions will have

experts working or teaching in those t*o ,*, which is not necessariiy the case for South and Souttreast Asia'

SanskriUJapanese, Japanese/Sanskrit Buddhist terminology tables, and Pinyin and Japanese Cutter tables have been

included as reference material. Aside from ttre categoridor.n classification and reference tables, the first part of this

special Bultetinwill provide helpful hinrs in such practical maners as how o physically differentiate specific Asian

painting sections in a slide drawer, how to r*,ognizeif your Chinese calligraphy slide is upside down, or how to

ieorgan-ire ttre Fogg system in Decorative ArS if it is not s4isfacOry for your needs'

This spec uinulietnis based on the columns published in the vRA Bulledz (previously ttre International

Bulletinfor photograpilc Documentarion of the viual Arrs) dating from rhe summer issue, 1983 up to ttre Spring

issue, lggg. A few of tt e columns have been deleted becaue the author would prefer !o revise them rather

extensively, orher columns have been updated and expanded, while some have been left as originally printed' The

present contenrs of this special Bulletinare meant to supersede the original columns in the vRA Bulletin'

ll
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Cataloging TiPs ail Techniques

CATALOGING TIPS AN

COUNTRY DIVISIONS IN ASIAN SLIDE COLLECTIONS

Whether a slide and photograph collection is arranged by medium and ttren by country, or vice-versa,

the sequence of Asian countries or regions should be logical. In some collections it may be best to simply

put the coun6ies in alphabetical order, from Bangladesh o Vietnam. I personally feel that arrangement

would make it easier to find counries in ttre slide drawers. One may also put the countries in order based

on their shared cultural and artistic trais. If ttre latter arrirngement is followed, then the five suMivisions

listed below cogld serve as a guide. They reflect a frequency of interaction in art' literature, and economics

based on geographic location. These divisions are:

CENTRAL ASIA (unif,red by Buddhist rraditions, wirh cultural and artistic ties to bottr India and ctrina)

Cenral Asia
East Turkistan
Afghanistan
Tibet
Sikkim
Bhutan
Nepal
Outer Mongolia
Inner Mongolia
Manchuria (could also be placed under China)

THE FAR EAST (unified through painting, architecture, sculpurre, material culture, Buddhism, and the

use of Chinese characters.)

China
Japan
Korea

SOUTH ASIA (shared religious and architectural uaditions)

India
Pakistan
Bangladestt

Sri Lanka

MAINLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Burma
laos
Tttailand
Cambodia
Vietnam

7
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Cataloging Tips ad Tecluiqucs

ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Malaysia
Singapore
Philippines
Indonesia

(Ihe following eleven islands, arranged in alptrabedcal order, are regions wittrin Indonesia, any general

scenes of peopte and activities, or oth.r geographically non-specific slides would be put under Indonesia.

please note rhat rtre political divisions oi Borneo have been kept under that one island, instead of being

divided benveen Malaysia and Indonesia.)

1. Bali
2. Bonreo (Sarawak, Kalimantan, and Brunei)

3. Celebes (Sulawesi)

4. Flores
5. Java
6. Lombok
7. Moluccas
8. Sumatra
9. Sumba
10. Sumbawa
I l. Timor

pottery, textiles, and other crafs require these divisions to be as precise a-s they are. If one were to

caralog Indonesian rextiles simply undeilndonesia, then ttre vastly different productions of batiks on Java or

Bali and ship cloths on Sumatra would be mixed tOgether.

The above categories are not inflexible. Inner and Outer Mongolia have cultural ties to China as well

as to Central Asia, therefore, a curator may want to put these two countries after China instead of before it,

assuming there are any slides at all from Mongolia. Art from Singapore or Bhutan is also not.likely to

appear in a course witjrin our lifetime, and a few stdes of textiles from Timor would probably meet

demands until the slides had otally deteriorated. Thns, quite a few of the above regions and countries will

be excluded in most slide collections.

CALLIGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS IN ASIA

Chinese and Japanese calligraphy slides are often bound upsidedown or backwards by student binders,

confused by a scripi which seems o have no obvious starting point Backwards and forwards, upside and

downside are all basically the same to the non-initiate. Chinese and Japanese are not the only Asian writing

systems difficult to "read" as !o orientation, Arabic may also pose some problems of its own. In order to

rrltp rc majority of curators who have to catalog Asian slides with little or no previous training in Asian

languages, tt e fotto*ing examples of Asian calligraphy have been chosen o illusrae front from back, up

from down, and obverse from reverse.

The examples of calligraphy shown here were wriuen by Prof. Madhav Deshpande of the Linguistics

Department uith. University of Michigan, and from the same institution, Marshall Wu of the Museum of

Art, and a graduate student skilled in cattignphy, Mahmoud al-Batah. Others also helped wittr an analysis

of the vis.al characteristics of each writing system. Each sample of writing expresses the wish for a

"Happy New Year" in loose translation.
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Cataloging TiPs and Tecluiques

CHTNESE, JAPANESE, AND KOREA}'I

Chinese and Japanese writing is the same, except for the simplified phonetics added to fte Japanese

system (hiragaru and futakana). Inscriptions on older Ksean paintings would also be wriuen in Chinese

characters, and not in the Korean writini system. Therefore, any explanation of the orientation of Chinese

calligraphy also applies to the same writing in Japanese and Korean'

In colophons and inscripdons on pain-tings, the last line is often shorter than ttre preceding lines, and

will have one or more seals at the bouom. rhe top of the lines of vertical calligraphy is even, while the

bouom is ragged, since no one can write lines of exacrly equal length. Some observations on Chinese

calligraphy are:

Lines proceed from op to botom and right o left'

The ,slant" of handwriting goes from lower left to upper right (horizontals particularly show ftat

slant).
,Hooks' to the left occur at the bouom of some vertical strokes, never at the top and never o the

right.
Ink will wear thin towards ttre end of a writing sequence, so lhat the putern is dark to light' dark to

light, as the brush is dipped several times into the ink.

If a character is miswritien, it will be lefi as it is, and the correction inserted in smaller script at

the end of ttre inscription or colophon.

ARABIC

The general Arabic writing system is also used in Persian, Urdu, and old Turkish. Rules for discerning

its orientation are:

l. wriring proceeds from right o left, and the flow of writing is uually from upper right o lower

lefr
z. When a ,,slant, is apparent, it is often from upper left to lower right, although that may change

based on the individual.

3. The writing is "above" lhe line, wittr curving,low horizontal clusters intemrpted by vertical

ascendants.

4. Elongated ascendans are more often repeated than descendanB, I mo$ venicals should be "on

top."
5. When the very small vowel signs appear, they are more frequent over the op of a line' The vowel

"/' (short o) is common and always stans frorn upper right to lower left

6. The aleph (ogr c) looks like the number one (l) and when it occurs, it precedes a line or a word,

but never ends a line or a word.

7 . There are two common curves in Arabic which look like our letrers "g" and "c,' if these are

reversed, Your slide is bachvands!

calligraphy wittr all vowels indicated

1, ilrL,?
,rl
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Cataloging Ttps ard Teclniques

calligraphy omiuing most vowels

4 -rr f,/
SOUTH AT.ID SOUTHEAST ASIAN SCRIPTS

A slide cqralor may ccasionally come across Indian or Southeast Asian inscriptions on manucripts or

stone stele which cannot be orientedby their context. An example of Devanagari script is shown here

beca,se it was so widely adopted in tniia, and widely adapred elsewhere. Its ctraracteristics are:

l. The writing proceeds from left to right.

2. phonetics ,r" *i*n primarily Ufo", ttr line with some vowel sounds noted above the line'

3. Vertical lines in the script reni o be on the right side, and horizontals and lmps extend toward the

left-

INDIA}.I (DEV AI\1 AG ARI) SCRIPT

The Devanagari script developed from earlier writing styles in India, in the 7th and 8th centuries'

Nepali uses the Oeranagiri script and Tibetan shales is general characteristics. There is a wide variety of

,.ript in India and Souiheast liia wtrictr are, of course, related o Indian prototypes. fr:"tty Khmer

writing (Kampuchean or Cambodian script) was connected to ttre Grantha script of the Pallavas of Kanchi

anA a iontr Indian script from Bengal. The soorce of the Thai script is not wholly certain, and the Burmese

script can ultimately be traced to rt 
" 

paUr.t of Kanchi through the Mon people of Burma' All of the

,"riiS are similar O Devanagari, but are extremely varied and individualistic'

For anyone interesreA in"pgrsuing the fascinatng subjrrct of writing_systems, an excellent reference is

David Diringer'sTlu Alplabel (New York Pirilosophical Library, 1947).

GUIDELINES FOR CATALOGING SCULPTURE

Individual cataloging systems vary from one institution !o the next, but here are approaches to

cataloging which are ihaiei. Using sculpture as an example, in the Asian slide collection at the University

oi r'riJnii- a grcup of scuipturat iieces whictr belong together have whole views of the group first in

,"qu"na"l OnJwouta a[ow roomio insert such views in the future, even if lhere are none at first

After a group whole view, the next division includes partial views of sections (i.e.' left-flanking or

right-flankin-g figures, and central figures). These partial views would proceed from the central, most

iriportant ng-ure, to the rilht or teft(whiihever seems more appropriate). In the case of figures radiating

outward from a cenfal Buidha, for example, once he central ngt* 
"4 

adjacent figtnes are cataloged' he

Michigan system r.".dr with views ttott"gin closest to the Buddha and end farthest away. Firstone side

is put ino sequence and ttren the other. Numbers are reserved for these partial views, even if one does not

have he slides in hand. In the case of an unusual strot of the entire altar u the Hayu-ji, for example, that

stiOe would Ue placed in the drawer before any of the figures it contains. Because people may not know of

10
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ttrat image, it would ideally have a special guide card, and cross-refererrce cards would be inserted with the

other sculpture that occurs on ttre altar. tf ttrat particular slide were catatoged under architecture, s il
interior shot of ttre Horyu-ji, then a cross-reference card would be put in ttp sculpturc drawer.

Each unique classihcadon of images will have guide cards in the drawer, ranging from the perid which

has is dates written on the card and is in blue, to the types of images @uddhas, Bodhisauvas, Guardian

Kings, and others), whose cards are in green. rne neiiureakdown is for 0re individual image, which has a

yeuow guide ,.r0. when ttre individ*I "i.ugr" is a group of sculpt-,re, l}ren orange cards are used o

indicate separate images within the group. gerore t)?lng the labels for tre guide cards, one refen to the

drawers tosee if the Iype is Elite or Micro-Elite, all in caps or in mixed case'

Sculpture created by a known artisr is filed under rhar artist's name' and is placed first in the drawer'

lnonymou works follow known sculptors, according to ttreir peri-d or dynasty'

slides of individu,al pieces of sculpurre r, "--glo 
in a specific sequence which begrns with a frontal

view and proceeds to 06eequarter views of the left or rtre riglit, whichever seems m6t apropriate' Profiles

come next, followed by rhreequarter back views, and frnally back views. Details of each of ttre angles

begins wirh the upper torso and head, and proceeds down the image to 0re feet. when catalogrng these

deuils, it is oftenmore convenien, il pu, utl ,t otr of the head togitt er (except pertups a back view)

regardless of wherher ttrey are profile o, *t In other wods, wnile frontal 0[ee-quarter and profile views

determirp the sequerrce of shots of ttre whole figure, details of specific segments arc kept togettrer' Sirrce

the objective is to put the most visually imporrant or interesting slides first in sequence, and minor details

last, uiually 0re head and upper torso come first'

As for nomenclature, a view might be labeled from rhe right or from ttre left' or the flanking image

described as -at ilre left, or "at the right." Since one is lmking at the sculpture from the view presented in

the slide, the orienntion is obvious. 
-wnrn 

details of ore ima[e iself are cataloged, then one might say

simply the 
,image s right hand, orthe ,,frgure,s left fooL" prop"r left or proper right can be used if one

feels it would not be confusing.

Specific numbers ror cataloging the pantheon of Asian religious and secular figures are presented in the

Michigan cataloging manu,al. Num-bers are assigned in such a way ttut they do not repeat, that is, each

image tras a distinct number in ttre drawer'

Aside from the specific characteristics of the Michigan system, is basic axioms are to place the most

important and generai views or unirnuge or images frrst, and to always leave numerical gaps in a sequence

so that future slides can be inserted in front of a previouly ranked 'first" view.

ADAPTATIONS IN ORGANIZING AND CATALOGING ASIAN SLIDES

Sometimes rtre subject matter or content of a slide will demand special treatment because the current

cataloging system or organization of ttre collection does not accommodate that slide. The following five

aAaptition, in grn"*l procedures may prove useful in sgch instances'

(l)

colored guide cards can be used to separate the format of Far Eastern paintings in ttre slide drawers' if so

desired. As an example, album leaves and fans under any grven artist can be ma*ed by yellow guide cards

and placed first in a sequence of slides. Handscrolts maic6me next, -9 *t be coded wittr pink guide cards'

Hanging scrolls might be indicated by red guide cards, and screens and firsuma (painted sliding dmn) by

orange cards. For rong periods or anonyrious production, srrch as in the song Dynasry, this type of a

division saves a great deat of search timl. n is quite possible to have an entire drawer filled with

anonymous Song album leaves, followed bv the same amount of handscrolls and hanging scrolls' catalog

numbers would not change according to the format, but an extra leuer can be added at ttre bouom (or end) of

the number to indicate whether a painting is an album leaf (A), a trandscroll (H), a hanging scroll (v =

vertical), or a scr@n or fusuma Cx). when ttre curator does not have ttre time to tlpe in new labels

indicating the medium, old slides can be marked by a short, thin, colored line under tre catalog number to

show whether a slide is an album leaf (yellow) or a handscroll (pink), for example'

11
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Q)

Archaeologlcal finds in China are grouped under the principal type-site for ttre tomb or burial in question,

or under the nearest large city. For ixample, ttre tombs of the Zhongshan kings in Pingshan County can bc

listed under Shijiazhuang. fir"t is because Shijiazhuang is the largest and most well-known city near the

site. In order to facilitate use of the collection, a cross-reference card, in this example, would be placed

under "Zhongshan Culture" or the "State of Zrongshan," so that the relevant slides could be found by

means of the ancient name for the site also.

(3)

When Chinese art is cataloged wirh tre Wade-Giles system, traditional Cutter numbers are woefully

inadequate. The cataloger is iaced with the problem of having a nation of artiss whose last names start with

eitherlC,,' ,S,,, or "1tri," or so it seems. To solve that problem, one can simply use the first 7, 8, or even

9 leuers of.an artist's name as the Cutter number. In cases such as Chao Meng-fu and Chao Meng-chien,9

leuers would be required on else ttp 7th or 8rh leuer would have to be changed to accommodate both artiss.

problems such as these, however, are very rare and would challenge any Cutter system.

(4)

When time allows and there is the expertise available, Chinese and Japanese titles of paintings can be

written in ranscription and in characters on the guide cards or 2 x 2 cards in ttre slide drawers. That

information is eqpecially useful when titles have been translated during cataloging and when there is no

standard English version of the original title.

(,

Sanskrit names should probably be used for Buddhist and Hindu deities represented in the slide collection

when the name on the slide may be obscure. The Sanskrit can also be inserted as an alternative in

parentheses when a name is not obscure, but may not be commonly known. A collection user unfamiliar

wittr Far Eastern art but knowledgeable in Buddhism would need to lnow, for example, that Fugen

(Japanese) or puxian (Chinese) was Samantabhadra. Although some nations, such as Thailand, have

iOi.pt"A words from pali which is ttre sacred language of Theravadin Buddhists, Sanskrit would still be a

good altemate because users may not know the Sanskritic equivalents for Pali terms, or vice-versa. In other

iords, Sanskrit is a logicat sunOarO which would give cohesiveness to the multi-lingual names and terms

for the same deities and symbols in Buddhism and Hinduism. By keeping Sanskrit as a standard whenever

possible, the curator can actually provide valuable information on the slide label.
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WORKING WITH THE FOGG SYSTEM

cernin problems faced by curaors of Asian art slides are often common to everyone. one example

concerns the Fogg numerical cataloging system which seems to work as well as any other, except perhaps

in Decorative Ars. Often one or nvo siioes from a single Asian country are literally hidden in a drawer

dominared by larger groupings from orher counrriet. ir.n rhough we label each slide drawer with a list of

represented countries-, entries are easy to overlook. It is hard o find the appropriate drawer sometimes, let

alone the countrY one is seeking.

In addition, large sections of o..o.tive Arts, such as ttre 40 series, are finttrer suMivided by letters'

As an illustration, +ilp is the heading for Chinese glass at Michigur, 453G stands for Chinese jade, and

453J for Chinese potrery. However, aS:C does not come directty before 453!,which violates the logic of

the system. Fileri have to first sepilrate out the 400's, then put all letter headings together, and ttren put the

countries in sequence. Thus,452I is located just before 453J.

If curaton have relatively small slide collections or are just starting out with the Fogg system, I

would recommend keeping the system but transposing ttre first line numbers in Decorative Arts, and adding

a letter for ttre country: Irifact, if u c.*or is uiing 
".orput"r 

database, adapting this tlpe of change is

essential, or none of the entries will sort logically. The tlpe of change suggested here might add the lecer

,,A', for China, making 53A equivalent o Chinu instead of 53 alone. A region such as Bali (53.54 at

Michigan) might become 53M, or Borneo as 53.55 might become 53N'

Taking Chinese porrery as an example again,453J would become s3L.4l,fotlowed by 53A'5B

(Chinese metalwork,'bronze),53A.5S (Lninise metalwork, silver),53A.5T (Chinese metalwork, gold),

53A.6 (Chinese woodwork) and so forth. If one adoprs this change, then all the Decorative Arts for a

country would occur in sequence under the country heading. Furttrermore' the filers would follow a logical

sequence in puuing the slides in order. As discussed below, another benefit derived from this ctunge would

be the abitity to.iutog objects of mixed media together, when that is the most reasonable choice.

At present, I cannot keep ail Japanese nersukeiogettrer as a unit because they are made of a wide variety

of materials, from ivory to licquer o wood or even bone. However, by using the preceding suggested

changes to the Fogg system, one can rcserve decimals from .01 to .39 for these anomalous cases, because

the first possible ar.ira in rhe system proper is .4. (Four is the digit ttrat begins the Decorative Arts

section, i.e.,453 for Chinese stoneware, gems, ceramics, and other items follows 353, Chinese painting)'

For instan ce,5zA.Z (52 =Japan, A = couirry suffrx for Japan) might be designated for tl9 twtstk4 and

52A.z4for exotic Japanese ihopstictcs or whatever. Although this system may have problems, in that one

would have to org-ir" rhe use or n.t" numbers so they made some sense overall, it is still beuer than

having no option for handling mixed media.

As a final note, this type of change would also put Decorative Arts at the beginning of the Fogg

sequence, since 152 for Japanese archltecture is obviously "larger" than 52A for Japan, Decmative Ars'
yet another problem ielated to rhe Fogg system is that it does not allow for pan-Asian, pan-American,

or pan-European slides. Thus, one has no ptu." to insert a series of slides on Islamic motifs which bridge

many nations. Nor is there a place to put architecturat designs common to several Asian countries, or

iconography, or humor, or whatever other categories one may have that go beyond the contines of one

nation. In order to solve such a problem, ttre Fogg system leaves open numerical space between 000 and

015 (Ancient lran). wirh any lutk, fiere will never be countries between 000 and 014. Therefore, many

curators will usurp those eariy numbers for categories which include several countries.

Regardless of which system may be in effect in a slide collection, Decorative Arts seems to present

problems. However, classification uy country first rather than media makes it easier to find objecs, and

acknowledges their relationship o each otheiwithin a given culture and time perid. In ttre example used

above, artificially separating netsry';eby medium denies their unity as an art form. For these reasons, the

Decorative Arts catego.y should be reconsidered in the Fogg system, and if possible, reorganized either

along the lines suggested here, or in some other way that accounts for objecs such as netsuke-
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sourH mmN mr

INDIAN PAINTING

Indian painting, wirh is many geographical and political suMivisions, is one of the most difficult

arcas for a non-"*[n 1o catalog. ln ttre Fogg system, the first line of 0re catalog number divides material

by medium and rhen by country (300 = puinting, 54 = India,354 = Indian painting). The second line

,rrAty divides a paintlng by time perid or arr.isr, but that is not viable in India where specific regions are

comparable o the nations in Europe, with different langu,ages and art forms and their own dme periods'

Therefore, rhe second line of the Fogg cataloging system should be altered o handle major regional and

historical divisions in Indian an In that way, areas or t)?es of art ttrat belong ngether are kept as a unit

The following are suggested general categories, wittr a coresponding number in the Fogg system:

2 Buddhist (all Buddhist painting, in all regions and times)

3 Jain (all Jain art, focused mainly in northwest India)

4 Medieval (all painting which is directly "pre-Rajput" and "pre-Mughal," including works such as the

Chaurapanchasika and laur Cttanda)

5 Mughal
6 Rajput
l0 South Indian
12 Deccani
14 Orissan
16 Company Style
l7 Folk
20 Modern, anonymous

If a curator would like to divide any of these categories ino an immediate chronological or stylistic

sequence (sgch as pala art, l2th centuryunder Buddhisn), rhen a letter suffix can be added. For example,

the leuer ';C" ,ight stand for pala, and "CD" for Pala, l2ttr century in the Buddhist art category.

Furttrermore, Mrighat painting has four categories which require modification of the number "5" assigned to

Mughal art. These categories are:

5V Indo-Penian
5W Oudh

5X Provincial-Popular (Sub-Imperial)

5Y l9th century

These four sub-headings wittrin Mughal painting account, for Mughal styles which continue past the

historical Mugtral period, for Mugtrat an outsiOe of the court, and for that Mughal art which maintains a

strong stylistii identity which separates it from mainstream production.

Also, the general categories could be expanded. As an example, Maharashtra might be added by some,

but su6ivisions should always be broad enough not to demand fine chronological or demographical

distinctions.
When the anist is known, a Cuuer number is rsed for ttre second line identification rather than the

above numbers. Known artists then, would fall at the beginning of the Indian painting section, since letters

in the Fogg system (for artiss'names) would come before numbers (for the above divisions). When more

ttran one artist worked on a manuscript, or when the artist is obscure and the manuscript topic well-known,

tren cross-references can be placed und.r the artist's name, and the slides cataloged under the manuscript'

After ttre above broad categories, paintings can be furttrer suMivided by ttreir format In the Fogg

system, the foltowing headings, with their conesponding numbers, would mark ltrc beginning of the third
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line number for all painting that is not Rajput. (For Rajput painting, these divisions (rccur after the

regional designation, as shown below)-

FORMAT DNISIONS FOR ALL PNNTINGS

2 Single Painting
3 ManucriPt
4 Album
5 Mixedfqmat
6 TemPle hanging
8 Murals
9 Miscellaneou

In Indian aIL manuscript illusrarions are placed under painting and not in decaative arts becatse their

subject m4rcr, composition, and painting techniques are all sharod by single pamtings and alby leaves'
- 'For 

Rajput pantng, G rit" ir p.otuon uie. proedence over-the preceding six categcies, as noted

above. Therefore, rfre beginning of'tne rnirO line number indicates where a painting was created (is stylistic

identity). That is followiA ty inrO.r or not it is a single painting, album' or manuscript For Rajput

painting, the following regional divisions are suggesed:

RNPUT REGIONN DIVISIONS

lH Ajmer
lN Amb€r
2C Ba$tal
2E Bandrala
2G Basohli
2K Bhoti
?L Bilcaner

2P Bilaspur
2U Burdelldtand
2Y Butdi

Number Code:

l=A
2=B
l=CC
4 = H-J
5=K-L
6=M
J =N-R
$=S-Z

I-etter Code:

3D Chanba

3G Datarpur

3J Datia

3L Deogarh

3P Garhwal

3W Guler
4D Hindur
4H Jaipur
4L Jammu
4M Jaswan

4R Jodhpr
5C lGngra
5H Kistnngarh
5N Kotatt
5P Kola
5R Kulu
6E Malwa
6H Mandi
6K Mankot
6N lvluwar

6R Mewr
7F Nathduaa
7P Nurpur
75 hrnch
8J Siba
8L Sirmur
8N Sirohi
8R Suket
8V Uniila

A-Z= First to last place within each numbr category-

(Ajmer-Amb€r)
(Ba$al-Bundi)
(Chamba4uler)
(HirdurJodhpur)
(IGngn-Kulu)
(tvlalwa-Mewar)
(Nathdwara-hmh)
(Siba-Uniara)

5 = All sites beginning with ttre leUers "K" or "L"

5C = Kangra painting
Example:
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Manuscripts or albums are listed by title alphabetically, and yet there are instances when several

versions of the same manrscript are extanu In those cases a fourttr line can be added to the catalog number

to indicate laation. In the example of the Akbarnama below, the third and fourttr lines might read:

2AKB l8r 2 (mss.), AKB (title), ltr (page)

LBM [.ondon, British Museum
C

[,ondon, Victoria and Albert Museum.

This system keeps the variors versions separated according to location.

If a manuscript or album is known, the sequence of pages determines the slide sequence in the drawer.

When therc is no srrch sequence available, or when just single leaves arc exumt, then subject categories are

necessary to amange rtre stides logically. Because chronology is important in Mughal painting' the

following rnajor t.uOingt under rub!:ct matter can be arranged chronologically. If adhering to the Fogg

system, one might add leuers that stand for the centuries of Mughal art production. For example, "A"

might be designated for ttre l5th century, "B" for the 160r, and "C' for the l7th. Therefore, one may wan[

to divide "Battle Scenes," symbolized by the letter "D," by DA, DB, and DC for the l6th-l7th centuries.

The nventy-six su6ivisioni of sub]*t mauer, wittr their suggested Fogg system letters or numbers are:

LVA

A (l) Ragamalas
B (2) Nayikas
C (3) Poruaits
D (4) Baule scenes

E (, Hunting scenes

F (6) Court scenes

G (7) Ilaremscenes
H (8) Eroticfl-overs
I (9) Bathing scenes

Subject Headings

J (10) Darce

K (ll) Music
L (12) C,effe

M (13) Hermits
N (14) Animals
O (lO Nature

P (16) Seasons

a (17) Night scenes

R (18) Well scenes

S (19) Krishna
T (20) Ornamental pages

U (21) Paradise scenes

V @) Cosmology/Ir{andalas

W Q3) Deities
X (24) Westem subjects

Y (25) Calligaphy
Z (%) Miscellaneous

These twenty-six divisions can be altered or broadened in various ways. For example, a curator may

decide o stipulate a general treading, such as "Entertainment" ttrat,would include dance and music. Also,

becaue Krishna scenes are so numerous within ttre category of Rajput painting, they are further suMivided

as follows:

SA Krishna as a Child
l. Birttt
2. BuUer thief
3. Tied to mortar
4. Crying for moon
5. Swinging
6. Migration to Brindaban

SB Balararna

SD Cosmic Ocean

SF Covherd
SH Dipavali
SJ Fluting
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SL Gopis
l. Bathing
2. Ring dance

3. Search

4. Steating clothes

5. Toll

SM Pradise

SN Radha

l. Bangle seller

2. Disguise
3. In Forest
4. Quarcl

SO Rukmini
SP Sudama

SQ Victmies (over)

1. Aghasura
2. Alxtra
3. Basasra
4. Brattma

5. CraneDemon
6. Cyclone Demon
7. Firc
8. KaliYa
9. IGmsa

10. Mt Govardtuna
11. Putana

Ragamalas and nayikas are two other categories that d"tryP-fqg breakdown' First of all' ragamalas

or nayikas can be f."ptin on" gt*p under sinite paintings, and.classified by the type of raga or ragini

depicted. This is convenient fL teaching putpo*. Hoiever, if one would like O keep a given set or cycle

of ragamalas or nayikas tog",ho, rh.n Uilcya'b can be classified under the "album" categay' The

ragamala and nayika .oUOiitio* are listed below, and wherrcver possible, they have been annotated:

1l

Bhairava (Shiva) Khambavati

Dipak Kumbha

Hindola (Swinging) I-ahul

IGnaro Ldita

RAGAS

Malkosha
Mangala
Megha
NatanraYana

RAGINIS

Panchama

Sri
Vadhana
Vasana

Ahiri (girls before a house offering milk to cobras emerging from pos)

Ashvad
Banboli
Bangala
Oe,*rattrya (uobatic scerP)

Devagandhari (Shiva Puja)
Dhanasi (girl drawing frrtrait of a man, shows it 19 heroirp who recognizes her lover)

Gadi
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Gujari (woman playing music in a grove, or to a peacock)

Gurnaru
Gunakali
Hindola (swinging)
Kakubha
Khambhavui
tvladhu-lvlalati
lvladhumadhavi (Honey-sweet)

Malasri
Malava
Manr
Meghamatlara (dance of Krishna in heavy rain)

Nala
Patamanjari
Pradipalai
Punyaki
Ramakali (girl holds cups of milk to cobras emerging from sandal trees)

Sandehi

Srang
Shuddhamallara
Sindhu
Sorath
Todi
Varadhi
Varari
Vasanta (dance, representation of Holi festivities)

Vibhas
Vilavala

NAYIKAS (HEROINES)

Abhisamdhita (woman who rcpulses lover and repens when too late)

Abhisharika (woman hurrying o place of tryst)

Agata-Pataka
Bathing
Chakorpriya
Gunaravita
Khandita (reproaching lover on his return from night away from home, wronged wife)

Kite
Mdhadhira
Manani (one who is aloof, jealous, unyielding)

Mugdha (inexperienced, artless heroine)

Padmini
Para I-ekhna
Prandadhira

Premagarrrita
Prositapatika (waiting for far-away lover who has not returned on expected date)

Rellcted
Samyoga (in Union)
SvaOtrinapatika (woman whose lover is subject to her will, her feet are tended by lover)

Swinging
Tree

Utkala/utkanttrita (woman waiting for arrival of lover)

Vagvi&gffta
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Vasakasarya (woman expecting lover to return from jo,nrey, waits with bed prepared)

Vipralabdha (waiting for loveiat tryst site, but he does not show up)

Viratra (in seParation)

Virahini (sParated from lover)

Yoyo

NAYAKAS (HEROES)

Manisatha
Satha

Vaishika

The sub-treadings above are meant only as a guide, and one can add or subtract as necessary' Not all of

the divisions have been annotated, and at present, it is unclear !o the author exrctly how many or which

divisions are truly important. All rtre above categories were taken from the collection of Indian painting

slides at the University of Michigan'

Another category which ooes not requirc extensive suMivision, but might need some explanation is

that of ,portraits., In Mughal art, there L no subdivision by century under this category, ratter, all

portraits are listed alphabetically as in any other area of rhe collection. one should uke care when

alphabetizing to allow for future insertions. For example, JAhangir could be given the initials JA' but

Shah JAhan stures that honor. Therefore, rhe curaror might p.ef; to give the abbreviation JH to shatt

Jahan and JK to Jahangir.
portraits of unknorwn subjecs would follow portrais of lnown people, lhus one may want to reserve

letters from TI WZY,allof these letters would be preceded by "C" or "3" forporfaiS:

Tf anonymous male subjecs

TI anonymous female subjecs

Z$t anonymous grouP Portraits
TY anonymous child Portrais

The letter "Z' brings the anonymous subject matter to the back of the slide seqtrnce' Any name

beginning witl ,,2' *orto rtren have to be cauloged between zAandZS. One may also want tO alter the

above four divisions, perhaps only ;single port it" or "group portrait" would be needed in a collection'

when there are not many stides in any given area one does not have !o be excessively specific in the catalog

numbers.
In order to clarify the preceding system of cataloging Indian painting, the following examples are

provideil

(l)

354 PTG.' INDIA, BUDDHIST, PALA' 12th C.

zCD Prajna Mss., Birth of the Buddha

3PPJ 149 c.ll50. London, British Museum

LBM ^ --'.L^ -.--r-a- 1Ao'
In the above example, the 

,cD' in the second line stands for Pala' l2th century, and the number 149 in

the third line designates the folio number. "LBM" refers to this particular museum location, as versus other

locations for different versions of the same manuscript

354
4D
3LCH I2K
VBKB

Q)

PTG., INDIA' MEDIEVAL' 15th c'

LaurChanda: Two female figures

talking. Apabhramsa Style. c.1475'

Varanasi, Btrarat Kala Bhavan

l3
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In the above example, the letter "D" in 0le second line would sund for rhe l5th century. In both

examples, simple letteiabbreviations for he museum and its location (on the fourtlr line) are usually

sufficienl If ttrerp werc two different museums designated by LBM for the same manuscript' ttre conflict

could be resolved by modifying the duplicated leuers (LBrM, for example).

(3)

3Y PIG, INDIA' MUGHAL
5 PortraitofRajaJagatSingh
2CJN 1600. New Delhi' National Museum

In ttris example, the number "2" in the 0rird line indicates the slide is of a portraiL the letter "C" refers

to the l7th cent rry, and JN refers o Jagu Singh. If a curattr wistred b keep Mughal c}ronology first and

medium, famat" and subject divisions-last, [rin ttre number "5" in the second line could be modified' as in

0re Brddhist art examPle.

(4)

3Y PTG., INDIA' MUGHAL' PROVINCIAL
5V Ragamala: Dakshina Guriui Ragini

2ABDk c.l@5-06. N.Y., Met. Mus. of Art

A breakdown of the third line number here would be:

2 = single painting
A =Ragamala
B =Ragini
Dk = Datshina Gurjari Ragini

The 5V in the second line refen to Mughal' hovincial'

(,

354 MUNHAR
M333 Portraitof MatrarajaBhim

3MBM c.1630. Boston Mus. of Fine Arts

Because someone searching for Mughal purairs may not lmow of this artist' a cross-rcference card

should be placed under Mughaiportraits, tZtt century. The reverse is also rue. When an artist has

collaborated on a manuscript, ttre slides can be placedunder the appropriate ilonymous manuscript section

and a cross-reference placed under the artist's name.

(o

3Y PTG.' INDIA, RAJPUT
6 Rajasthani, Mewar: Prince

6R 6MC WorshiPs an Ascetic. 1680.

Kanoria Coll.

Third linebrealcdown:
6R= Mewar
6M = Single painting, subject matter of "Hermit"

C =Thisparticularobject
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(7)

3$ PTG., INDIA, RAJPUT
6 Rajasthani' Mewar Ramayana

6R 3RC A49c Book I, fol. 49, det- of animals'

LBM 1712. London, British Museum'

Breakdown of third line:

6R = Mewar
3 = manuscript
RC = Ramayana

A =Bookl
49 = fol.49
c = this detail

By using LBM for london, British Mrseum, this particular Ramayana is kept separate from any other

Mewar Ramayana If the British Museum has more than one version, ths "Rg designation in the third

line would have to be modified by another leuer'

r5

(8)

3v
6
2V 2BVC

PTG., INDIA, RAJPUT
Rajasttrani, Bundi. NaYika in

Separation (Viratra). c. 1780.

John Kennettr Galbraith Coll.

Third line breakdown:

2Y =Bundi
2 = single painting
B = nayika
V = Viratra (in separadon)

C = ttris painting

In all t5e preceding examples, details of rtre whole views would be designated by additional numbers in

the third line. Alttrouit ne rtriro line numbers are often complex, they only reflect the complexity that

tnrly exists in the mulipte categories under Indian painting. These categories are, in summary:

l) Class: Mughal, Rajput, Buddhist, and so forth'

2) Site: (for RajPut Painting)
3i Chronology: 

-(for 
Mughal, Buddhist, Jain, and other headings)

4) Format
5) Title
6) Subject mauer: (ragamala, seasons)

't) Divisions under roui*t rnatter: (Krishna's vicOry over Kaliya Ragini Todi)

8) Book and folio numbers for manuscrips

9) I-ocation
l0) Museum or collection
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CATALOGING TABLES FOR INDIAN PAINTING AND SCULPTURE

The following uble may useful in caraloging Indian painting, and the list of e,ents in the Buddha's life

will help in cataloging Gandtraran sculpture.

INDIff.I MUSEU M ABBREVIATI ONS

AIUM Allahabad MuniciPal Museum

BKB Banaras (Varanasi), Bharat IGla Bhavut

BM BarcdaMuseum
CAM Calcutta, Asutosh Museum

CIM Calcutla Indian Museum

DNM Dacca National Museum

GAM Gwalior Archmlogical Museum

KAM KtrajuratroArctraeologicalMuseum
KNM l(arachi, National Museum of Pakistan

LCM I-ahore Cenral Museum

LM Lucknow Museum

MA Mahasthan Archaeological Museum

MfuM Mutrura Archaeological Museum

NM NagPur Museum

NDNM New Delhi National Museum

NAM Nalanda Archeological Museum

PAM PatrarpurArctraeologicalMuseum
hM Patna Museum
PMP Peshawar Museum

SM Sarnath Museum
TM Taxila Museum

LIM UdaiPur Museum

VM Vidisha Museum
UFE OF THE BUDDHA

I In Trshita Heaven

2 Conception (&eam of Queen l,Iaya)

3 Interpretation of dream

4 Birth of Siddhantra at Lumbini

5 First Bath
6 Seven StePs

7 Return to KaPilavastu

8 Birttl of Siddhartha's horse l(3nthaka' and grmm Chandaka

g Interpretation of Siddhartha's horoscope (ttre sage Ashita)

l0 Siddhanha in school, wrestling, throwing elephant

ll Inroduction of Yastrcdhara

12 lvlarriage to Yasttodttara

13 Bridal Procession
14 First meditation, Plowing scene

15 Life in the Palace
16 Sleeping women in Palace
17 Renunciation
l8 GreatDeParutre
19 Exchange of clothes

20 Giving up turban and jewels, cutting hair

2l Reurrn of horse and groom

22 Siddharthafasting
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23 Fint meeting wittr the Brahmans

24 Siddhantn with the naga lGlika and his wife

25 Grasscutrer offering grass for the seat of enlighrcnment

26 Temptation by Mara and his daughten

27 Attack of Mara

28 Offering food o the Buddtu

29 Offering of the 4 bowls

30 Ttre gods entreat tho Brddtta to preach

3l Preparations for the First Sermon

32 The First Sermon at ttre Deer Park in Sarnath

33 The lGsyapas and the Fire Temple at Uruvilva

Y Entering Rajagriha

35 Vicoryover the black serpent at Rajagriha

36 yasodhara, Rahula, and the Buddha 
-Gsenting 

Ratruta to the Brddha fu ordination)

37 Ananda uies o escape from the Buddtra

38 Anathapindaka pesents the Jetavana Park at sravasti

39 Invitation o SriguPta

40 Ananda asks a casteless girl for water

4|BuddhapreachinginTrayasrimsaHeaven,andDescent
42 lntervention of Ananda

43 Visit of the 16 Ascetics

M Offering of the trrandful of dust

45 Measuring ttre Buddha

46 Devadatur's hirelings attack ttre Buddha

47 Offering of the monkeY

48 Sumagadha and ttrc naked ascetic

49 Conversion of Ugrasena

50 Conversion of Angulimala

5l Miracle of Sravasti

52 Taming the Nalagiri elePhant

53 White dog barking at ttrc Buddha

54 The Buddtu and ttre nursling of the dead woman

55 Jyotishka saved from the PYre

56 Buddtu and ttre monks at Sriguptas house

5TKingUdayanapresentsaBuddhaimagetotheBuddha
58 Conversion of ttre yaksha Atavika

59 Visit to the Buddha at Indrasila cave

60 courtesan Amrapali presents a mango grove to the Buddha

6l Death of the Buddha

62 Coffrn of ilre Buddha

63 TransPortation of the relics

& Cremation of the Buddha

65 Division of the Relics

66 The urn canied ino Kuhinagara

67 Distribution of the relics

68 Cult of the stuPa

69 Cult of the reliquarY
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SOUTHEAST ASIAN ART

Most Souttreast Asian art is focused on architecture and sculpture. Architecture is cataloged by site and

temple narne, and then broken down by buildings within ttre temple, their exterior and interior views, and

the murals on their walls. The secondline nurber in the Fogg system is derived from ttre site, and the

third line generally begins with a "2" for a religious monument, or a "9" for a omb. Since architecure is

cataloged in a simitar iashion from one country !o the next, most curators can develop their own systems

for Southeast Asia. Howevetr, Southeast Asian sculpture is another malter since it has !o be divided by

styles or regions and ttlat information is morc difficult to obtain. Thus, this section on Southeast Asian art

will concentrate on classifications for sculpture. In some insrances, the same categories can be applied in

decorative arts and in painting as well, where it exiss'

BURMESE ART

Burma is not minutely divided ino art hisorical periods in textbooks because most authors tend to

frcus on 0re site of pagan and its monuments, wilh reier"n."s o pre-Pagan and post-Pagan architecture and

sculpture. If a slide collection does not have very many slides on Burma, Jhese divisions may, in fact, be

sufficient The periods listed below are broad and encompass a wide nmge of styles based on regional

differences. Because they arc so broad, designations pertaining to style or region can be added to the labels

for clarification, and subcategories created. For example, the sculpture and architecufe of Arakan (west

coast), and ttre Shan gibes ofnorthern Burma, might be singled out for their own sections in the relevant

periods. In addition to regional designations, r.ulptur" can be aligned by century within a period, or within

a sub-category. That is o say, "Early Hisorical Period," Mon Style can be placed in order by century, as

can p,,u Sth, or Arakanese 3ryb. That would be preferable rc mixing these slides ogether under a

century division. In ttre categories below, the "Early Historical Period," the "Neo-classical Period," and the

"Modern Period" are my own suggestions.

The classical period at faganls similarly termed by all art historians, but the descriptive term "Neo-

classic" is adoptedhere for theityle of an and architecture created during ttre centuries when 0re different

cultural areas of Burma vied for hegemony. During ttrat period, artists looked back to Pagan for inspiration

and guidance, and continued to.r""L supas, temples, and monasteries based on examples from ttre classical

periA. The modern period roughly begins with ttre Mandalay style of sculpture, which has continued o the

pr"r"nt day. Thus, the following division of Burmese art is meant, as a functional, practical guide.

(l) PRE-HISTORICAL PERIOD (2500 B.C"lst c' A'D')

No extant remains of major significance to date.

(2) EARLY HISTORICAL PERIOD (2nd'10th c')

The Mon, $u, and other ethno-tinguistic groups produced images, architecture, coins, burial luns,

thrones, reliquaries, terracoua plaques, votive tablets, and inscriptions. During these centuries Buddhism

and Bratrmanism are importedi., India and Nepal, along with Gupta, South Indian, and Nepalese art

styles. Sculptgre is therefore of both Hindu and Buddhist figures. Relief sculpture of groups or triads is

poputar, guddhist images are commonly seated in virasatu (the right leg over the left), arms and legs tend
't" -b" 

slightly heavy in-proportion to the torso, and also the heads are slightly large in relation to the torso.

There are exceptions, as in the case of an elongated representation of Visnu and I-aksmi from Sriksera.

Such un e*c.ption may have been influenced by artistic styles in the south of India.

(3) CLASSICAL PERIOD (11-r3th c.)

These rhree centuries mark the apogee of architecnual ard sculptural creativity in Burma, characterized

by the emergence of a Burmese aesthetii with the florescence of the site of Pagan. Three sub-periods arc
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distinguished, and for convenience, some of the major monumenS pertaining to each perid arB listed

below.

(3a) Early Classical (1000'1100)

This period features Mon-influenced buildings wittr dark corridors, single storeys, and fieued wittdows'

stnrctures include the following (most dates are approximate only):

Nathlaungkyaung, Vimu temple,late lOth c.

Myinkaba Zedi, 1044

West and East HPetleik, mid-l lth c.

Bidagat Taik (Pitakattaik), library, 1058

Manuha (Mon), 1059

IrkanandaZedi, 1060

Shwesandaw,1060
Kyaukku Umin, l06G'70
Nanpaya (Mon), 1060-70

Pahtottramya, 1080

Seinnyet NYima, llth c.

Sarabha Gate (rebuilt), c.1090

Nagayon,1090
Abeyadana 1090

Ananda, l09l-1105
Shwechaung KubYaukgYi, 1098

Shwezigon, ll02
Myinkaba KubYaukgYi, I I 13

During this period sculpture can be related o Pala-Sena styles in India, however, the Burmese have

rheir own u:mque Uevetopment of ttrat style. The heads on Buddha images are slightly bent forward, faces

are triangular, have smil moufhs set close to the nme, short chins, very brmd eyes anq eyeb-rows' and

small curls for the hair- Standing images are longJegged with the thigh emphasized. Seated images are in

vajrasara (sometimes misaken-ly catied "futt lotus position"), have poportionately thick arms, and a

nafiow waist. The earliest crowned wooden images date from tttis period.

(3U1 Transitional Period (1f00'1175)

During this span of about seventy-five years, builders begin o prefer a second storey on monumenls'

begin 1o 
"tio* 

tot" light inside, -O tt" cenfat lower is not as massive' The monuments which are

transitional are:

Lokahteikpan, 1125

Shwegugyi, ll3l
Thatbyinnyu, ll44
Dhammayangyi, l165

Some people will place the Ananda (1091-1105) in the ransitional period also.

(3c) Late Classical (1175'1300)

Now monumen6 are welt-lighted and airier, most have two storcys with ttre main Buddha image u
images on the second level, and the gfound plan is also simpler. Monuments include:

Mimalaungkyaun, ll74
Sulamani, ll83

l9
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Dhammayazika 1196

Payathonzu, l2th c.

Gawdawpalin, late l2th c.

Matrabodhi, early l2th c.

Htilominlo, l218
Nandamannya 1248

Upali Thein (ordination hall), 1250

Ttrambula, 1255

Tally Temple, 1250-l3m
Mingala 7*A|1274

During the l3rh century, Brahmanism, and Matrayana and Tanric Buddhism lose ground to Hinayana or

Theravadin Buddhism, the ieligion of Burma today, In sculpture, the head becomes larger in proportion to

rhe body, the face is bnoader and rounder, and images are much squatter. Curls become less predominant and

sometimes disappear completely. Due o ttre ctunged, bulkier proportions of ttre figures, the neck is barely

visible at all.

(4) NEO-CLASSICAL PERIOD (1300'1800)

During this long period, the Burmese styles developed at Pagan were reworked and sometimes simply

copied. rne prece6lnl sculptural style continued, with the addition of a narrow band at the hairline, which

now is straight rather than heart-shaped. Faces can be square, or riangular. During the l8-l9th centuries,

forms change considerably. Eyebrows are placed higtrer on fte forehead, the Buddha's whnislw is small and

low, and the ears hug ttre ireadand flare oui at the shoulders. The chin is larger, and in general, decorative

elements increase. i1" 
"y*, 

eyebrows, and mouttr can be painted and incised, sometimes there are lacquer

curls for hair, and the robes are slightly more omate.

One of the more representatire stupas of this period is the Shwedagon in Rangoon, whose last

r@onstruction was in 1453. We stiil have plans and elevations of the wooden Royal Palace in Mandalay,

built in the lgth gennJry, as an example of the best in traditional secular architecture. The Royal Palace

itself was desroyed in World War II.

(5) MODERN PERIOD (1E00'Present)

The Mandalay style becomes dominant in sculpture beginning circa l8m. In Buddha images, folds and

drapery are emphasized, faces are oval, the band at the hairlirrc can be lacquered and inlaid with glass, the

urna may be painted on the forehead, the usnisa is a large, round mound with no finial, eyebrows are

shorter and barely cgrved. In the modern perid, only three postures are favored for Buddha images: standing

in abtwya mudri ("have no fear," right hand raised with palm facing out), reclinng (parinirttana),and seated

in blwmisparsa mudra ("earth-touching," right hand on knee, reaching down).

As a final note for anyone cataloging Burmese architecture, one point should be clariflred. Even ttrough

books describe some of the temples ut e.gun as Mon-influenced, the only prototypes known for the temples

are from the P1lu capitat of Sriksetra, near modern Prome in lower Burma. The reason why art historians 
.

refer to a Mon stylg rather than Su, is that the Su may have either disapeared or were in the process of

disappearing lUeing assimilated) A*ing the time rhe monuments at Pagan were constn'rcted. Secondly,

although no.o*pi.re Mon buiidings remain at Thaton or Pegu, two major Mon cities, il, is thought that

the Mon influenced pyu architoturi. Thirdly, only Mon and never $u inscriptions occur in "Mon" style

temples.

Cataloging examPle:

254.4 Sc., Burmese, Early Classical Per.

3a Standing Buddha
IPBM
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THAI ART

Buddhist and Hindu art in Thailand can be divided ino two general groups for 0re purpose of

classification. The first group is non-Thai, that is, it includes art in Thailand produced by primarily Mon

speakers, with marked influences stemming from India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka,Indonesia, and other

countries. Art spanning the 4th-l3th cent;ies pertains o this category. The second category covers the

l3th-20th centuries *d.orprises sculpt*., rihitecture, and painting created by Thai-speaking peoples

who gradually assumed conrol of thailand bcginning in the t3ttr century. This lauer category reflects the

earlier developmens and continues to show influences from Cambodia especially. However, its style as a

whole represents the florescence of a true Thai aesthetic, recognizable throughout the world as unique and

distinctive to Thailand.
Of necessity, this breakdown is simplified and does not account for the inevitable overlapping of

Thairyon culture and art, as well u, ,tyiirti. nuances provided by many other cultural assimilations' For

most collections, however, a general classification of Thai art is certainly adequate.

In the schema shown below, the art is divided into eleven different chronologl@l and stylistic

categories. If ttrat is inappropriate for a collection with very few slides, then it would be possible to simply

group tle art into an 
,'Eariy period" which would corespond to the first six categories below, a "Classical

period,, corresponding o ti',. n.*t five categories, and a "Modem Period" comprising the Bangkok or

Ratanakosin style.
The eleven suMivisions are:

(l) PREHISTORIC (5,000 B.c.-0 A.D.)

(2) PROTOHISTORIC (0'6th c. A.D')

(3) NASCENT HINDU/BUDDHIST (4th-5th c')

Indian influences: Amaravati, Gupta, Andhra-Pallava,I-ate Gandhara' Sri hnka

(4) DVARAVATI (7th'13th c.)

Figures have thin bodies, conoured features; standing Buddtras often have two upheld hands,large hair

curls, body-revealing robes, thick lips

a. Early: 7th c., Indian Prototypes
b. Middle: 8th-9th c., slow decline, some Khmer and Srivijayan impact

c. Late: loth-l lth c., decline and end of most workshops

d. Continuing: gth-l7th c., focuses on Haripunchai (Lamphun); Mon settlers from Lopburi moved

to Haripuichai c.650 and continued Dvaravati art into the late l3tt/early l4th c. Srong Khmer

influente is also seen in some images, bottr Buddhist and Hindu.

2r
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(5) SRIVUAYA (Eth-l3th c.)

Indonesian an is imported and copied in Peninsular Ttr;ailand and affecs the styles in central Thailand in

the 8th-9th centuries.

a. Early: 8th-9th c., Indian influence in 9th c. @allava)
b. Middle: lorh-llrh c., Chola influence (Wieng Sa, Chaiya), decline evident

c. Late: l2th-l3th c.

d. Continuing: gth-l7th c., the site of Nakhon Si Thammarat produces sculpture in the Srivijaya

style after orher workshops have changcd. Also, the site of Chaiya might bc listed here because a

few art historians consider it to continue into the lTth c. For general cataloging purposes,

however, it need not 5e listed separately as in some Thai classifications.

(6) KHMER, LOPBURI (7th'13th c.)

Sculpture true to Cambodian (tQmpuchean) styles is produced in Ttrailand in many places during ftis

perid. I-abels should refer to the particular Khmer style being copied.

a. Pre-Angkor, 7th-9th c. (i.e., Phnom Da, Sambor Prei Kuk)

b. Angkor, l0th-l3th c. (Baphuon, Angkor Wat, Bayon, Post-Bayon)

c. Si Tep, 8th-9rh c., located in north cenrral Thailand, Si Tep produced images of Visnu which

followed Khmer models, with Dvaravati stylistic influence. Because Si Tep sculpture is primarily

Brahmanical and based on Khmer prototypes, it is placed in ttris category rather than under

Dvaravati or SrivijaYa.

(7) SUKHOTHAI (13th'15th c.)

Sukhothai art forms a basis for future developments in Thai sculpture, sets a standald, classical style

which never loses its pre-eminence.

(t) NORTHERN THAI (l4th'20th c.)

Focuses on Chieng Sen, Chieng Mai, Lan Na; many variations on a theme, some variations classed as

separate schools (Early Chieng Sen,I-ate Chieng Sen, Chieng Mai).

(9) U THONG (13th-15th c.)

Three t)?es of Buddha images:

a. U Thong A: Statues wittr Khmer influence and characteristics

b. U Thong B: Similar [o A, with flame-lie form on top of ushnisha

c. U Thong Ct Stutues with Sukhothai influence and characteristics

(10) AYUTTHAYA (15th'ltth c.)

This style overlaps and grows out of the preceding U Thong style; there is more royal jewelry on

images, an increasingly ornate decor on robes.

(r1) BANGKOK, RATANAKOSIN, MODERN (19th c.'present)

During the pre-Thai phase of art hisory, Brahmanical art followed either Cambodian or Srivijayan

models. Similarly, Buddhist art wzls derived at first from its source in lndia, and also from Sri knkan

examples. Later,indonesian (Srivijayan) sculpture of the 8th-9th centuries influenced bottr peninsular and

continental art styles. For this r"a;;, sites like Si Tep or Haripurrchai can easily produce Hindu art in one

style and Buddhist art in another, or simply mix the styles. Once again, distinctions like these can be left

to the classroom, with rhe slide classification based only on site or general stylistic categories.
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Beginning with the Sr*horhai period, a new style of art ctranged and evolved over dme, seuing a

direction of development for futuresculpture. In rhe vast malcrity of cases, sultues welB cast in bronze

from tle sukhothaiperid onward, as opposed !o stone which was poprlar during the Dvaravati and Khmer

perids.
Altho.gh rhe preceding art styles have focused on sculpturc, Thai architecture and painting fall into the

same categories. It would also be possible to abbreviaa rtri preceding categories by plrcing U Thong under

Ayuulayi. u rhong is considered to be the stylistic basis of Ayutthayan images, and so some art

hisorians will not list it as a separate.ut"go.y. Nevertheless, lslide label should include U Thong in its

description to avoid confisions with ttre purely Ayutttraya style'

once again, the complexity of art styles ii rriuilrnd ir ou" to influences from neighboring counEies,

and from India, Indonesia, and sri Ifll(a. while the wide variuy of styles could expand ttre categories

suggested here ino several more divisions, there is no need for thu level of rel-rnement with a limited

number of slides. As tong ., n*rory iniormuion is kept on the label, lecturers should be able to find

variant slides in these categories wittrout any difficulty.

Cataloging examPle:

253.3 Sc., Thailand, Dvaravati

4d Haripurrctr;ai style, head of standing Buddha

ISBC 2c
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CAMBODIAN ART

Cambodian stytistic categories were developed by French scholars between the 1930s and 1950s' Their

interest in rcuraci proouceo sixteen art-histmiCut diririons fu a perid covering at most eight centrnies'

These categories do not apply o early Buddha imagel which do not fit the "system" and tuve no readily

definable system of their-own (due to ,arious Indian influences, provincial styles, few examples)'

FurthermorB, some of ttre sixteen classirrcations overlap, and manysryles have a rather abbreviated tenure --

both in dme and often in extant, representative works. A review of 0re classifications indicared that they

can be grouped in1o brmder categories which do include Buddha images. since ttlese categaies are based on
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dme periods, as weu as rrends in art and architecture, fiey are more inclrsive. For example, the specificity

required o define a "prasat Andet" style automatically excludes any image of the Buddha. However, lhe

broader categtry of "Chenla Period" doer in.tude Buddha images and hard-toclassify provincial images

because it is a rime period rather ttran an exclusive style. From the opposir perspective, any image of the

Buddha dated benveen c.625 ard 8m can be included under "Chenla." It would be unacceptable and

inappropriate, on the other hand, to apply the term "hasat Andet" to a Buddha image.

The names of rhe styles of Khmii sculpture and architecture come from a type-site, ttut is, either a

location or a malx mongment which *as a locrs of artistic and architecurral activity and which also set the

standard for futgre and peripherat styles. These artistic focal points were often ttre capitals of ttre Khmer

nation as a whole, or rhl senters of i dominant political group with hegemony over neighboring sntes. In

almost all instances, stylistic names are not the ancient names of a type-site or monument, but are tenns

which the Cambodians tuve used for the past several centuries. The words "Funan" and "Chenla," however,

are Chinese in origin, derived from Chinese hisories, annals, and accounts of Cambodia between the third

and eighth ,"nurrirr. Alttrough we do have Khmer names for capitals dtrring the Chenla perid (such as

Isanapura, the capital laared u Sambor Prei Kuk), thc term "Chenla" covers a larger geographical range and

broder time period. In ttris classificuion scheme, there is no distinction between ttp united Chenla of the

seventh cenuyy, and the divided Chenla of the eigh$t century.

(2) PREHISTORIC PERIOD (Pre'lst c. A.D')

(3) FUNAN PERIOD (lst c. A.D.'630)

1. Archaeological remains at Oc-eo

2. Earliest sculpture through Phnom Da style (c.5aG630)

3. Architecture-with brick foundations and wooden buildings, as well as some brick stnxctues

(4) CHENLA PERIOD (600-E00)

l. Sambor prei Kuk (c.600-650), Prei Khmeng (c.635-70), Prasat Andet (late 7th c.), Kompong

heah (c.70C800) stYles

2. One and two-room towers and sanctuaries, bottt in brick and in laterite.

3. Female images, images of Harihara (half Visnu, half Siva), c(xnmon use of sustaining arc and pole

supports in sOne sculpture, artistic decline at end of period (Kompong Preatt)

(s) FORMATM ANGKOR PERIOD (t00't75)

l. Kulen style (c.80G875)

2. First pyramid temPles

3. Sustaining arcs -d rrports in sculpnre are eliminated, images are "stiffer," less nattral

(6) EARLY ANGKOR PERIOD (E7s'1000)

l. heah Ko (c.875-893), Bakheng (893*.{25), Koh Ker (921+.945), Pre Rup (947<.965), and

Banteay Srei (967-c.100) styles

2. Sands1g* py"-,id temples and ancestor temples wi0r bas-relief carving; standard forms established

3. pleated A.p.ry begins in sculpture, which is heavier, hieratic, with final archaizing trend (Banteay

Srei)

(7) MIDDLE ANGKOR PERIOD (965'1100)

l. Khleang (c.%5-1010) and Baphuon (c.l0l0-1080) styles

2. Establishment of vaulted galleries and successive, connected stages in a ppamid-temple

3. A softer, more natural mode in sculpture, with a characteristic U-shaped drop in front at the waist of

the skirt or samPot
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(8) CLASSICAL ANGKOR PERIOD (1100'1220)

1. Angkor wat (c.l l0Gl165) and Bayon (c.l l8l-1230) styles

2. Angkor Wau apogee of Khmer architecture, and he Bayon, frrst and last royal Buddhist pyramid-

rcmple, are constructed in this cenury
3. Jewelied Buddha images appear, and fint portrait-sculpture in ttre round

(9) POST-BAYON PERIOD (r220-r43r)

l. Absence of anY major monuments

2. Sculpnye b"d* 1gio"ur on images of ttre Buddha while Hinayana (a Theravadin) Brddhism

replrces Hinduism and Matrayana Buddhism as the royal and state religian

(10) POST-ANGKOR PERIOD (l5th'17th c.)

Further divisions in Khmer art, such as a colonial period and modern period, depend on the discretion of

each curator. Such divisions, however, would not generally be taught in art hisory courses.

If rtre preceding categories are yet too specific for the slides in a smaller collection, in which Cambodia

itself is noi yet taught in an hisorycoumes, then one could simply divide the art ino he-futgkor and

Angkor perids. ittrougtr a simpiified scheme might be weful for just a few slides, the names of

particular styles can still be included on the labels.

Orrce the sylistic categories are develo@, the sculpure strould be divided according to whetlrer it is

Buddhist or Hindu, primary or secondary deities. This can be rccomplished in a variety of ways, the

following subjet headings are only suggestions:

I All Buddha figrnes 2

L.2 Bodhisawas 2.2

1.4 Guardians, Protectors 2-4

1.6 Female deities 3

1.7 Male deities

1.8 Reliefs, stele

1.9 Miscellaneots

Siva, Visnu, Devi
Secondary Hindu deities

Miscellaneou
Non-Bddhist, non-Hindu
deities

Since npny of the secondary deities are strared by the Brddhist and Hindus, the guardians and apsarass,

ganas, ptatetary deities, and others might all be plrced under ure heading'

Cataloging examPle:

253.4 Sc., Cambodia, Chenla Per.

4 Standing Visnu, frontal view

2PAV

CHAM ART

Ctrampa was a country that acupied the southeastern coastal areas of Vieuum, above the Mekong

delta, until it lost its independence in 1471. Because of is lcation, the country was open to Indian,

Indonesian, and Khmer artistic influences, yet Cham art is distinctive in its own right The Chams still

exist today as a large ethnic group living both in Cambodia and Vietnam.
problems such as a lack of association between certain sculpural styles and architectural sites, as well

as very limited material fc some styles, and an even more limited amount of people researching the

subject, have not helped tre issue oi tt. classification of Ctram art. However, a stylistic pnogression is

stiti apparent in broad ourlines. In frt, the following categories may not seem quite that broad fq a
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general slide collecdon. If ttut is the case, the curator or cataloger might decide to combine some of the

Iategories, keeping the stylistic distirrctions on the label, but only for reference'

(2) ANCIENT (Pre'650 A.D.)

Some sculpupe dates before 600, pieces were found all over Champa. There is not a set style, but

sculpturc is not worked in great detail ano tenos to have broad feaures, resembling somewhat the Mathura

styti in India. No extant monuments date from this period.

(3) MI-so'N E-r (650'750 A.D.)

Most images in this style come from this temple and other temples at Mi-so'n (Mi-so'n C-1, A'l

tympana), in norttr Champa, cenral vietnam). rne ui-so'n area dominates Cham art for 500 years'

objecs include a visnu Anantasayin, and a pedestal wirh frgures, naturalisdc and full of movemenl The

style continues wirh &e bas-reliefs of Mi-so;n F-l up to725 A.D., and with a group of sculpture from

pho-hai in the exueme south, c. 750 or before'

(4) HOA-LAI (7s0-t7s)

This tradition may have existed in the south parallel to the preceding northern tradition. During this

period, there are no inscriptions at Mi-so'n, indicating a hiatrs there. Hoa-lai is very far south, distant from

the locus of Mi-so'n and liong-du'o'ng, which rc noiactive duing this time of southern domination'

There are some small bronze Buddhas-and Avalokitesvams from Dang-binh during ttris period, and a visnu

figure from Tuy-hoa. The bronze styles are reminiryent of Dvaravati bronzes in Thailand, the Tuy-hoa

visnu with is arch of supporr is lik; some early Khmer images. As in the preceding period, tltis is a time

of ouside inflwnce. There are architectural rcmains at Hoa-lai (three sanctuaries) and Mi-so'n' Columns

change from round to octagonal, vertical foliage alternately curves right and left' pilasters have a decorated

vertical panel benveen two plain panels. Examples are at Mi-so'n F-3 and A'. Another important

architectural example is hasat Dimrei Ikap onMt Kulen in Cambodia, possibly the earliest cham

monument (c.g25-g50). As a final note, there is a lacuna in epigraphy between 854-875. And in 877, the

chinese start using chan-cheng for the name of champa.

(5) DONG-DU'o'NG (875'925)

This style is characterized by a "vermacelli" relief pattem, in which curling foliage and other decor

forms a distinctive maze of slighrly thick lines, with minimal modulation. Three floral medallions appear

on the crowns of images, eyebrows are thick, flaq and joined, figures have large lips, a flattened nose,

heavier belting and heavier relief jewelry. The type site is at Dong-dub'ng, one of the largest temples in

Champa, 20 kilometers southwesiof Mi-so'n. There are also sanctudes at Dai-hu'u and Mi-du'c in Quang-

binh.

(6) MI-SO'N A-l (915-1000)

This general category can be suMivided into nvo sections, if desired:

(6a) KHU'O'NG'MY (925'965)

The trais of the preceding style begin to lighten up, o smile starts to appear on images, and a small

upward-pointing beard occurs lonry in 6is stytJl. atl sculptural examples of this style are in the norttrern

provinces of champa, many from i(hu'o'ng-my. This period also marks the end of sculpnrre in the round'
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(5b) TRA-KIEU (c.965-1000)

Sites for tlis style are in Qgang-ri and Quang-nam. Now images have simple srings of pearls for

jewelry, softened features,longer, narrower eyes, finer eyebrows that are lightly sculpted. Five floral

medallions occur on crowns, rather than ttree. In architecture, a curling, circular vine motif is present,

pilasters tuve a slit in the middle that extends ino a horizontal band above, sometimes an image is sculpted

b.t*e"n pilasters, colonnettes arc curved like vases at the top and bouom, reliefs of small buildings occur

over doonyays, and corner, decorative buildings on the roofs become a series of 'rmfs" themselves.

(7) TRANSITION (r000-11s0)

During this period, roughly equivalent to Jean Boisselie/s combination of ttre Tra-kieu and Chanh-lo

styles, decoruion in architecture becomes more and more simplified (Silver Towers). The slit in pilasters

disappean, along with foliate carving. Arches become pointe4 garlands are single strands and separate ftom

r*[ 6n"r (not so in most of the preceding styles), rows of a mammary motif become popular, and there is

a slow degeneration of carving, with a grmt simplification of decorative motifs @inh-lam, Mi-son E4,

Chanh-lo, Silver Towers). Sculpure becomes stiffer, the stone itself overcomes the drapery on images,

which is flat and solid. Jewelry is emphasized by higher relief, and the panel or sash of drapery in front of

an image takes on more imPortance.

(t) BINH-DINH, THAP-MAM (1150-1300)

During this period tendencies begun in the preceding perid are continued (Hu'ng-thanh, Copper, Gold,

and Ivory iorreo, po Klaung Garai). Pointed arches occur one behind and above the other, five pilasters are

now on a facade instead of three, a vertical panel protnrdes at the center of pilasters, atlantes are present at

the corners of bases. Sculptural images have a straight, horizontal line for ttre bottom of the eyes, floral

motifs disappear from crowns and are replaced by sevemal small tiers, strings and garlands of hanging pearls

app€ar as decoration on skirts.

(9) YANG-MUM (1307-147r)

Works perraining ro rhis perid are primarily from the end of the l4th century and beginning of the

l5th. In the depiction of seated images, legs begin to disappear behind a skirt or are disgpised in some

other way. Nostrils are flaring, there is a sharp stiffening of forms and a general decline in artistry. During

this period the Chams wer3 tosing ground o the Vietnamese, and their capital was finally abandoned in

r47t.

(10) PO ROME (1471'Present)

In sculpurre the representation of the lower legs of a seated figure disapears, male images wear miters,

faces can be painted, eyebrows often meet, shoulders arc squarc and stiff, stereoqped, simple features (rcur

on the face, ears are large. T\e htt or funerary stele appears, at fint with a caned image, later with only

designs srch as a crownand/or belt noted. Image-making declined with ttre introduction and practice of
Islam, from the l4th century onward.

Cataloging example: 253.2 Sc., Vietnam, Cham

6a Khu'o'ng-my style
IBCD Standing Buddha
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INDONESIAN ART

Alrhough Indonesia has the largest population o! -y Southeast Asian country, and extends for 5'000

km. from sumatra, Borneo, and laJa on tt" west to Sutiwesi and the Moluccas on the east' the nation has

relatively simpte art hisorical periods. The Mesolithic through the Neolithic ages can be grouped under the

heading of ninisrcry, but very few objecs of art hisorical interest date from ttrose millennia'

The population blnoo*ria is divided among many linguistic and tribal groups, some quite isolated,

and the Neolithic age overlapped ttre following Bronze-iron ag., which overlaps the 2fih cenury in certain

regions. For our purposes, ttre Bronze-Iron afe is more appropriately called r]re period of Protohistory, and

can be suMivided into two major groups:

PROTOHISTORIC PERIOD:

Dong-so'n (c.500 B.C.'150 A.D.)
ironr" keUle drums, ritual vases, statuettes, ceremonial axes'

Megalithic (?'present, in some areas) 
^ -^-L:-Dolmens, sarcophagi, monoliths with geometric and human canrings, statue-menhirs, statuettes ln

metal, various types of PotterY.

The Megalithic culture is actually differentiated by an ancient and "younger" grouping, divisions which

may not be necessary for cataloging purposes'

After the period of proohirto;, there is a lapse of many centuries without cultural remains of any

significance. It was during the.se cinnfies rhar both Buddhism and Hinduism began to take root in

Indonesia. Two Amararal style images were found in Java (5-6th c.) and an image of visnu (end of Ttlt

c.). Black lustrous potrery (2nd-3rd J.), uotttrs with geomeric motifs and human masks, in addition to

other minor objecs were also produoi o*ing ttris perioo. It is suggested here that these quiescent centuries

be termed Nascent Hindu-Buddhist- Terms given in the literature are Early Hinduflndonesian, or the perid

of Indianized States. In the latter case, more than these early centuries are included'

By the mid-g1r century, architecural and sculptural production began b increase. Under Sailendra rule'

the area around Jogiakarta became a site for some of the most impressive stone monumens in the world'

This period is termed Cenfal Javanese and among iS major monuments are:

NORTHERN REGION (HINDU MONUMENTS)

l. The Arjuna group in the Dieng plateau, and Chandi Bima (chandi = temple)

2. Chandi Pringapus and Chandi Perot

3. One monument in the Gedong Sanga group, east of the Dieng plateau on Mt Ungaran

SOUTHERN REGION (MAINLY BUDDHIST MONUMENTS)

1. The Borobudur, Chandi Pawon, Chandi Mendut

2. on rtre plains of prambanan: chandis Kalasan, sari, Sewu, Plaosan, and kra Jonggrang (Hindu)
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BAST JAVA

Chandi Badut and Chandi Sanggariti

In the mid-gth cenurry, the capital was moved to East rava, and so the locus of architecu[al and

sculptural acrivity changed accoroingly. From thel0ttr-l2th cenuries, he kingdom of Kediri was in

power, and a new architecturat formit arose, that, of ttre srcred basin or pool of water. These are found on

the sides of mountains, the most famous being the Belahan on the east side of Mt Penanggungan, and the

Jalatunda on ttre west side of the same rnountain. These bathing places can include statrEr!, gargoyles'

inscriptions, and bas-reliefs. other sites are Selamangleng in East Java, and Bedulu and rempaksiring in

Bali.
From the l3th-l5th centuries, the architecure and sculptrne of EastJava is fully developed and in fact'

reaches is apogee. The capital was moved fint to Singasari (1222'1293) and then to Majapahit (1293'

c.1520), locations which give 0reir names to the din! dynasties. A general listing of major ctr'andis from

fhis period includes: Simling, Sawentar, Kidal, Jago, Sumberawan, Panataran, Jabung' Trawugan'

Tigawangi, Kedalon, and Surawana.

In ttre l5th century, with the influx of Islam, Hindu monumens and places of wonhip retreated to the

mountains. various hermitages and terraces with altars werc consructed in ttris centrry, and monuments

irrclude Chandi Sukuh on Mu [awu and Chandi Jeta

The first Islamic monuments constructed in Indonesia arc a minaret at Kudus, and a cemetery at

Sendangduwur. Gateways and tombs, as well as rhe minaret are unique in style, but still reveal ttreir

Indonesian artistic heritage.

Balinese temples were also constnrcted or expanded during this period' such as ttre dynastic sancurary of

Besakih (l4th c.), and in central Sumatra, the monuments of Padang Lawas spanned the l3-l4th centuries,

with certain structures even earlier. Although Java remained the center of architectural activity throughout

the gth-l5th centuries, Sumatra, Borneo, Sulawesi, Bali, and the other islands were continually producing

buildings in stone or in wood, as well as sculpture and decorative arts. These include ancestor images and

protecti-ve deities carved in wood, and objecs such as masks, wayang puppers, textiles, and weapons'

Because of Islamic prohibitions on making images, only the island of Bali, which remained a mix of

Hindu-Buddhist culture,iontinued the Javanese artistic tradition after the l5th cenury'

The period between the l6th and lgth centuries might be called "Modern" for lack of a more descriptive

word. palaces, tombs, mosques, and more recently, pouti. buildings became the dominant forms in

architecure. Islamic motifs and international styles were introduced. when Hinduism and Buddhism

declined, native Indonesian beliefs came o ttre foneground and the arts assmiated with the alrcestors, the sea,

the villages, and culttyal raditions gained renewedvigor. on Bali, from the lTth cennry o the present'

wooden temples or "pura" were constnrcted to visnu -o siuu. These include: Puras Kehan, Simpidi'

Satria, and Dasar in the soutfu, and Singaraja, Sangsit, Bila, and Jagaraja in the north'

In ttre 20th century, wesrern paintiig and sculpture began to be studied and used as a model for

Indonesian artiss. This last and most rJ."nt epocfi in Indonesian art can be termed "Contemporary," in

contrast to ttre "Modern" period which antedates ir
In summary, the m4or divisions in Indonesian art, along with a few of their monuments are:

(l) PREHISTORY (c.10,000'500 B'C')

(2) PROTOHISTORY (c.500 B'C"150 A'D')
Dong.so'n, Megalithic cultures; keule drums, monoliths

(3) NASCENT HINDU'BUDDHIST (c'150-750)

(4) CENTRAL JAVANESE (7s0'e00)

Sailendra rule, Borobudur, Kalasan, I-ara Jonggrang

(s) EARLY EAST JAVANESE (900'1200)

Kediri kingdom, sacred pols, Bedulu, Belahart
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(6) EAST JAVANESE (r200'1s00)
singasari and Majapahit dynasties, chandi Panataran

(7) MODERN (rs00-re00)
Balinese wooden temples (pwa),Islamic mosques, palaces

(S) CONTEMPORARY (1900'Present)

Wesern infhPnce

Cauloging examPle:

253.5 Sc., Indonesia, C. Javanese Per'

4 Relief, life of the Buddha, First Sermon

IgBDD
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FAR EASTERN ART

SLIDE SEQUENCES FOR FAR EASTERN PAINTING

Three common forms of Chinese and Japanese painting, Ure tundscroll, the vertical or hanging scroll,

and ttre album leaf are fognd in every g"nrr"t- slide and phoograph collection. There are cenain pinciples in

ananging the order of slides so that G 
"iews 

of a painting have a logical sequence, rcgardless of the

painting( formu. Of course, for all thres types of painting, whole views and larger views are plrced first,

to[owed by smaller segments and their oetaits. In China, Japan, and Korea, however, the artist composes a

painting ,bring from rigtrt to left Also, most landscapes show a more detailed, complex composition of

lrce^s, rocks, houses, riveis, and figurcs in their lower half, while mountain peaks and open sprces tend to

occupy the upper hatf of the painting. Because the most interesting and comprehensive slides are placed

nrst in ,.q*n." in rtre drawer (b.*d on teaching demands), ttre landscape slides are gerrcrally arranged with

views from the bottom !o the top of a painting, -o within that parameter, from right to left. The diagrams

used here help 19 illurate thesebasic principro, and also indicate one exception to the rule of moving

from bouom to top and right to left (the figure painting)'

HAI{DSCROLLS

Handscrolls can be difticult o catalog because rhe slides or phoograpts will overlap each other. The

sequence suggested here is:

Title (fhere may be additional detail slides, or not title at all.)

Whole view (unusual)

Two halves (also seldom seen)

Overview of title (or segment)r aDY calligraphy, and segment of opening

scene. This type of stide or slides would ue insened just before the views of the beginning of

the painting.
(, First section (1)

(69i Subdivisions in a section and details. Again, slides move across the painting from right to

left and bottom to toP.
(10) Overlap U"r*on sitions, no detail slides are inserted here if ttrcy fit into the view of a

section.
(l l) Next section (2')

1rz)r$ Subdivisions in a secrion and derails. The process in G9 above is repeated.

(16) Colophons continue as sections of the scroll. If the curator does not read Chinese or Japanese,

then the inscriptions, then descriptions such as "Second colophon, middle section," or

"Colophon by Shen Zhou, first nilo lines" would be appropriate.

3l

(l)
Q)
(3)
(4)

fr&
(l) rrrLE

(2) wHOLEvIEIw
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(4) TrrLE, CALUGRAPHY'
OPENING SECTION

when album leaves occur in a paired format (calligraphy and painting) the pair together is-first in sequence'

followed by a whole view of the painting, detail stid&, and lastly, a whole view of the calligraphy' If the

exact sequence of album leaves is not rriown, or arbitrary, one can omit any identifying numbers or letters

(leaf l,leaf A) and simply say "leaf'or "double leaf'"

(5) SECTION I

(?) sEc. l, RT. DETS.

(9) SEC. I, LEFT DETS. (10) OVERLAP BEr'
SECTIONS

Further possibilities for dividing segnents of the handscroll are illusrarcd in the album leaf diagrams.

ffi ffiffiM
DoT.JBLE LEAF (2) PrG' LEAF 

*J:3*r, HALF o*€'It*,

rcMME
Mmruf,

-4a'*^-r--

*:*- -*:S

*6iii

i\iii I

(l)

(3) TWO HALVES

IE
(8) SEC. l, LEFT HALF

(6) SECTION l, RT. HALF

(l l) SECTION 2(9) SEC. I, LEFT DETS.

ALBUM LEAVES

(3b)

(4) SUDE SEQLJENCE OF DETAIIJ
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figure would be:

(3) UPPER HALF

(2) MOST OF FIGURE (5) L-ATERAL
SECTION

(1) v/HoI-E VIEW
(4) DETS. OF UPPER HALF

(TARGETO SMALL HEADTO WAISr)

Far Ea.gern Art

VERTICAL SCROLLS

Slides of vertical scrolls are arnmged in sequence based on the sublrt lnatler, i.e., figures are ueated

differently than landscapes. NevJrtheless, the general principle is o place whole views and large views of

mosr of ttre scroll first, wirh details following rhe appropriate larger view. Slides of a group of figures

would proceed from the lalgest to smallest rir*t of the main figure (often a Buddha image) to views

outward from the central ngure, moving to the right and lastly, the left The seqrrnce of slides for a single

(5) IrwER HALF

@
0) DErS. OF IrwER

HALF/PEDESTAL

Slides of vertical landscapes also follow the sequence of larger views fint' ttren smaller views going

from bottom ro rop and right o left- This applies to details of each large segment of the painting as

well. Inscriptions are neated as a segment in themselves.

(l) wHoLE vrEw (2) NEARLv wHoLE vIEw (3a) Two sEcrloNs (3b) THREE sEcrloNs
& INSCRIPTION & INSCRIPTION

Whatever system for a slide sequence a curator may adopt, consistency helps the user to find slides

quickly. These rules are ,ranio facititate consistency, but can be altered or modified to fit a curator's

own perception of slide sequencing.
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A CLASSIFICATION OF JAPANESE BUDDHIST ART

The following classification of Japanese Buddhist art involves a numerical system which can be

omiued if one dges not use numbers in cataloging. The numbers arc retained here o help clarify the

hierarchy of images. Sanslait names fotlow th" J"punese designations. Names are in alphabetical order (in

Japanese) o mafi it easier o find slides in the drawers. The suggested numbers and letters belong on the

third line of the Fogg cataloging system.

I. BUDDHAS

B AtvflDA
D DAIMCHINYORAI
DC ICHIJI KINRIN,

OMUCMKINRIN

MIROKU
ROSHANA

SHAKA

TA}IO}.IYORAI
YAIUSHI

AmiEbha
IvlahElvairocana

Matriivairocana of the Golden Wheel

Maireya (as a Buddha)

Vairmna
SEkyamuni
TanF Stuka (Birthday Buddtta)

Conceptiut
with PrabhUtaraun

Prabh0taratna
Bhaisajpgunt

K
P
s
ST
SU
sx

U
w

I.I DIRECTIONAL BUDDHAS
(Used for sets, when Amida and Rmhana Gcur alone

B Whole group
C Panid group

D AI{IDA
E ASHI.JKU

F FI.'KUJOru

G I{OSHO

H ROSHANA

Amiabha (west)

Aksobtrya (eas$

turioghasiddhi (ndttr)
Ramasatilbtrava (south)

Vairmana (cente0

I.3 MANDALAS

I.5 RAIGOS

1.7 SUTRAS

2. BODHISATTVAS

B
F
G

H
IID
HF

FI.'GEN

IV,D
GAI(O

KA}.II{O.I
BATO IC

FI.'KI.JKENSAT(U K

Samantabhadra
Kgitigartfia
Stryaprabha

AvalokircSvara (sometimes called Guze Kannon)

llayagriva Av.
Amogha@ Avalokite$mra
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HJ ITIICHIMEN K.
HK JI.'NTEI K.
HO KOYASU K.
HP T{YORIN K.
HS SENru K.
Try SHO K.
HW SI.IIGETSU K
HX IGnnon groups

K KOKI.'ZO

KB Whole group
KC Partial group
KD COYI.IKOKI,'ZO
KE HOKIGIK
KF HOKOK
KG KONGOK.
KH RENGE K.

M MIROKU
P MONru
PM KISttrMONru
PN TOIGIMONru

S NIKKO
U SEISHI

Y Unidentifiod

I I -headed Avalokite$vara
Cunti Av. (female)
(holding a child)
Cintlmagicakra Av.
1,000-armed Av.
Arya Av.
Water-mmn Av.

Ata&rgarttra

Karma Ak[figarbtra (norttr)

Dharma Ak (center)

Ratna Ak. (south)
Vajna Ak.(eas$
Padma Ak (west)

Maiueya (godtrisarva)
tvlanju&f
Preta Realm Manju&t
Manju&i Crossing the Sea

S[ryapabtn
Ivlahesffimapepta

2.1 PROTECTORS. GUARDIANS

B MYGO, whole grcup
C MYGO, partial group
D MYGO, goup of five
DA DAI.IIOKU
B F[,IM
DC GI.'I{DARI
DD COSA}VE
DE KONGOYASHA

E MYGO
EC AZEN
EH KUJAIO

H SFIITEN}O

fts Whole gorrp
HC Panial group
TID BISHAMONTEN,

TAT{O}.ITEN

HE JIKOKUTEN

HF KOIVTOKUTEN

HG ZOCI{OIEN
KMO
KD KONGORIKISHI

KG MISSHAKU RIKISHI,

Yamlhtaka (west)

Acale (center)

Kugdali, (south)

Trailokyavijap (east)

Vajrayakga (ncttr)

hdividnal
Rlgdja
Matta- Mayuri

4 Heavenly Kings (IrkapAla)

Vaiftavana Kubena, north

DhStaregga, east
Viriipekga south
Virti$haka west

Vajra-hole, dvfirapEla
(AgyO, qen-mouttred) dvEraptrla
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KH
KK

MISSHAKUM-O
NARAENMO
SHI.JKO}.IGOJIN

FUJIN ANd RAIIIN
KON@YASHA
Miscellaneous spirits
guardians

(Ungy6, closed-mouthed) dvlrapEla
Vajra-holder

Vajrayakp

Spirit of Mt. 7fi

Guardian dogs

N
a
s

SE AOCOI.IGEN

V fuimal guardians

VG KON{AINU

C JI.'M JINSHO, TAISHO

CB Whole goup
CC Panial groups

CD KI.JBIRA

CE MEKIRA

CF AI{ERA

CG IhIDARA

CH MAGORAGA, IVTAGORA

CI SHOTORA

CJ BASAII.A

CK A}.ICHIRA

CL SA}.ICHIRA

CM SHII{DARA

CN HAIRA

CO BIIANU{

F HACHIBUSHU
FB Group views
FC Panial views
FD ASHT.'RA

FE GOBUJO, TEN

FF HIBAKARA, IVIAGORAGA

FG IGRI.'RA
FH KEhIDATSI.JBA

FI KINNARA

FJ RYIJ-O

FK YASHA

H l0 Kings of Hell
K 28 Followers of Iftnnon
S 8 Messengers of Fudd

SB Whole views
SC Panial views
SD A}.IOKI.'DATSU

SE EKI

SF EKO

SG KOT{O{ITA

SH SEXTAIAA\

12 Warrion Guardians

Kumbtilra
Mihira
turila
Indra

lvlahoraga

Catura
Vajra
Ag$ra
S.n$tu
Kinnara
Pajra
Vikafila

8 Deva Kings

Asura
Dera
Mahoraga
Cril{a
Candharua

Kinnara
N@
Yak$a
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SI
SJ

SK

SHITOI(U

SHOIOKtsU
I,JNI.'BAGA

B JI.JMTEN

Bts Whole gfoup

BC Panial group

BD BISHAMONTEN
BE BChITEN

BF EMIvTAIEN

BG FUTEN

BH GATTEN

BI BHA}.{A'TEN

BI JITEN

BK KATEN

BL NNTEI.I
BM ROSETSI.'TEN

BNI SI,'ITEN

BO TAISHAKUTEN

12 Gods

Vai&avana, north
Bratrma, heaven

Yama, south
Vdyu, northwest
Candra, mq)n
-[fin& 

nortlreast

lphivi, earttt
Agni, southeast

Slirya, sun
Niryti, southwest
Varuga, west

Indra, east

D BENZAIIEN Sarasvati

F BYAIGOJIN
I GIGEIIEN Mahe&ari, Goddess of the Arts

J JLTNTEI N,Iafici

M KTCHUOTEN sfi uanatevi sfi k$mi
S ZEMIvIYOSHIN

W Benign secondary figures (apsarases, musicians)

Y Unidentifiod

Far Eastern Art 37

2.6 TENNO

B Zen figures

L RAI(A}.I

S Histsical figures
SB MI.'CHAKU

SG SESHIN

SJ YtJItvIA

V JI'DAI DESHI

\ts GrouP views

VC Partial views
VD AI.{AN

VE A}.IARISU
VF FLTRLJI'IA

VG IGSEI{AN, KASENEN

VH IVIAIGI(LSHO

vI MOKI'KENRIN,
MOKKENREN

VJ RACORA

Arhats

Asafiga
Vasubandhu

Vimdakirti

l0 Great Disciples of the Buddha

Anarda
tuiiruddha
mrpa
IGtyiiyana
Mah*e.Sapa

Maudgalyfyana

Riihula
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u(
VL
VM

SHARIHC'TSU

SI,.IBODAI

UPARI

SEriputra
Subhfiti
Updi

B 7 Deities of Lwk
Bts Whole goup
BC Panial group
BD BENTEN

BE BISHAMONTEN
BF DAIKOKUTEN

BG EBISU

BH FI,'KI.'ROKUII

BI HOTEI

BI II'ROIIN

The preceding categories may sometimes overlap. For instance, Bishamonten can occur either as one

of tre guardians oi u," four directions, or as one of ttp gods of luck. MaiEeya can be either a Bodhisattva

or a Buddha, and Amida is often alone rarher than in a set of rhe 5 Dhyani Buddtras. Some of the gods in

the grouping of 12 Deities (Juniten) may also ccur individuatly in other contexts. Because the groups

shown here are common themes in Japanese art, however, it seems appropriate !o keep ttrem intact
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JAPANESE.SANSKRIT EQUIVALENTS

As noted in the section above on adaptations in Asian cataloging, Sanskrit should be used as a standard

ranscription for Buddhist and Hindu deities because the majority of Asian nations have received those two

religious traditions from India, transmitred in Sanskrit texts. This is the case in Japan. The following lists

of fairly c1ynmon deities may facilitate ttre correlations between Japanese$anskrit and Sanslrrit/Japanese'

For fur0rer information, rhe curator should rcfer to the ap,propriate dictionaries.

JAPANESE.SANSKRIT TABLE

39

AZENMYOO
Rfgarelt

A}YIIDA

Amit5Hta

ASHI,JIO
Ak$obhya

ASHI.JRA

Asura

BATO
Hayagriva

BENZAITEN

Sarasvati

BIRUSHANA
Vairaana

BONTEN

Brahma

BOSATSU

Bodhisauva

BUTSU

Btddta

BYAIruEIG}.INOI\I
Whie-robed Avalokite.ivara

DAI-ITOKUMYOO
YarnEntaka

DAIKOKUTEN

Matt![Ola

DAIMC}tr }.TYORAI

Matriivairwana

DAIMCHI KINRIN
(see Ichiji Kinrin)

EMT{A
Yarna

FI,JDOMYOO
AcaE

FI.rcEN

Samanabhadra

FI,'KUJOru
Amoghasiddhi

FI,JKI'KENSAI(U KA}.I}.ION

Amoghapd&r Avalokite6vara

GAIKO
CanOrryraUna

GIGEITEN

Uatrefimfi(t), Goddess of the Ars

GODAIMYOO
Five Great VidyErEja

FUm Acatr" c€nter

KONCO YASHA VajraYakP, north

GGAM TrailokYavijaYa' east

GLrI{DARI KuB$ali' south

DAIITOI(I.J Yanfintaka west

}IG}IO
Rahasaribhava

ICHIII KINRIN
E Akfalra-u:*f{akra

JAI(I
Demons under feet of guardians

IVP
Klitigarbtta
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II,JDAI DES}II
l0 Great DisciPles of the Buddha

A}.IAN Ananda

KOKI.'rcBGATSU
fud&lgarbha Bodtr isauva

rlOlGAI Dharma, center

C0Y1, Karma, norttt

KONCO Vajra east

trcX(O Ratna, south

RENGE Padma, west

KOI{AINU
Guardian Dogs

KONGARADOJI
Ifinlkara

KOI.IGOYASHA
VajrapkEa

KONGORIKISHI

Vajra-holder, dv&a$Ia

KONGGA1TA
Vajrasawa

KI.JBA}.IDA

Yakp

KUJAIru MYOO
Mah[ Mayuri, Peacock VidYefija

MIROKU
Maireya

MISSHAKU }.IYG,O

Agy6 (open-mouttted) dfara$la

MONru
. 2t

ManJusn

MUCHAKU
Asafiga

MI.'RYOru
Amittryus

MYOO
vil)ffija

NARAENNI.O
Ungyd (closed-mouthed) dvar4ala

NEIIAN
Pa'rinirvlr.la

AT.IARTTSU

FI.JRI.'}.IA

IGSANNEN

tuiruddha
P-ur$a

IGryEyana

I{AIGI(A.SHO MatrilrE5YaPa

MCIGENREN MaudgalY6Pna

RAGORA REhula

sHARIHoTsU Seripura
SI.'BODAI

UPARI

Subh-uti
UpAl

IT'ICHIMEN IG}.INON
I l -tpaded Avalokitdvra

II.IMTAISHO
12 Generals of Yakushi

JI.JNIIEN

12 Gods
BISHAMONTEN VaiSavaPa, norttt

BOt.ITEN Brahma, heaven

EMI\,IAIEN Yama, south

FUTEN V-aYu, north

GATTEN -Candra, 
moon

ISHAIWIEN I6f,na, northeast

JIIEN Prthi{i, earth

KATEI Agni, southeast

NITEN StrYa, sun

ROSETSUTEN Nirlti' southwest

SLIITEN Vantg,a, west

TAISHAKUTEN INdTA, CASI

JI.'N'IEI
MarEi

JI,'NTEI KA}.INON

Cundi Ournan realm) Avalokite6vara

KARI.]RA

Can+

KEhIDATSI.JBA

Gandharva

KICHUOTEN

Sfi' Uatra-aevi, S ri Lakgmi

KINNARA
Kinnara

KISHIMONru
Preta (realm) Manju&i
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NIKKO TAISHAKI.'TEN

Siiryaprabha Irdra

M-O TAI'UO SHAKA

Dvflnapilla (most common form) "Birtffiay" Buddha

NTORIN IGT-I}.ION TENNIN, TEN

CintEmaSicalaa Avalokiteivara Deva

}.IYORAI TOIGIMONru

Taftaiara Manjuft- Crossing the Sea

RAKA}.I YAI(USHI

Arhat BlraiSajyaunr, Buddha of Healing

ROSI{ANA YI[I'{A KOII

Vairwana VimalaErti GatnPati

RYI.,IO YIJMECHIGAIIG}.INON

Naga Dream{hanging AvatokircSvara

SA}.IruSA}.I IG}-INON ZAOGOT'IGEN

33 Types of Avalokite6vara Spirit of Mt. Zao

SEISFII

Mahe$hemapr5pta

SENru KA}.INON

1 O0Garmed Avatokite6vara

SESHIN

Vasubandhu

SHAKA
Salryamuni

SHITENNO

L.otcapeh (Guardians of 4 Directions)

JIKOKUTEN Dqtar5;fa, easr

KOMOKUTEN ViriiP6kqa, soulh

BISHAMONTEN, Vai$avana' Kubera,

TATVTONTEN NOTth

rcl{OIEN Vifl{ttaka, west

SHOIGT.{NON

Arylvalokite&ara

SHUKONCOJIN

Vajra-holder

SI.IIGETSU KA}.INON

Water-moon AvalokircSvara
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SANSKRIT.JAPANESE TABLE

ACAI A
Fud6 My&6'

AGYO (OPEI.I-MOmHED) DVARAPAIA
Misshaku Ni-6

AKASAGARBHA B ODHIS ATTVA

KokfizdBosatsu
DHARMA center Hokkai

I(ARMA, north GoYu

VAJRA east Kong6

RATNA, south Hdkd

PADMA, west Renge

AI$OBI{YA
Ashulu

AIvIITABHA
Amida

AIVIITAYITS

Murydju

AMOGHAPASA AVAI'KITESVARA
Fuk[kensaku Kannon

AIVIOGIIASIDDHI

Fukujoju

AR}IAT
Ral€rt

ARYAVAI.oIf,TESVARA
Sh-o Kannon

ASA}.IGA

Muchaku

ASI'IRA

Ashura

BHAISAIYAGURU, BUDDHA OF HEALING

Yakushi

BIRTTIDAYBI.JDDHA
Tanjd Shal€

BOD}IISATTVA
Bosatsn

BRAHMA
Bonten

BIJDD}IA
Butsu

CA}.IDMPRABHA
Gakk6

CINTAIVIAMCAIGA AVAI'KITESVARA
Nyoirin Kannon

CTJNDI (HtrlvIAN REALM) AVALOKITESVARA

Juntei I(annon

DEMONS I.JI{DER FEET OF GUARDIANS

Jaki

rYA
Tennin, Ten

DREA}VICIANGING AVAI,KITESVARA
Yumechigai

PYAP\PAI A (MOSTCOMMON FORM)

Ni5

EIGKSARA.USNISA{AI(RA
Ichiji Kinrin

EI FVEN.HEADED AVAI-OICTESVARA

J-uichimen Kannon

FTVE GREAT VIDYARAJA

Godai MyG-o
ACAIA, center Fudd

VAJRAYAI(SA, north KongdYasha

TRAII-OKYAYIJAYA,CAST GSSATZE

KLTNDAU south Gundari

YAIvIANTAIG, WCSI DAi.itOKU

C,AI'IDHARVA
Kendatsuba

GARI.]DA

IGrura

GUARDIANMGS
Koma Inu
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Batd Kannon

INDRA
Taishakuten

KIMIGRA
Kongara Ddji

KINNARA
Kinnara

KSITIGARBHA
Jizd

L,OKAPAL-A (GUARDLANS OF 4 DIRECTIONS)

Shitennd
DHRTARA.STRACAST JiKOKUtEN

VIRUPAKSA, south K6mokuten
VAISRAVAI.IA Bishamonten,

KLJBERA, north Tamonten

VIRLJDHAKA west 6ch-oten

IvIAH{IA{L{
Daikokuten

tvIAHAMAYIru
Kujaku MyGo-, Peacock VidYaraja

MAHASTHAMAPRAPTA
Seishi

MAFIAVAIROCA}.IA

Dainichi Nyorai

MAHESVARI (?), C'ODDESS OFTHE ARTS

Gigeiten

MATTREYA

Miroku

MA}IruSRI
Monju

MAI..IruSRI CROSSING THE SEA

mlcai Monju

MARICTtr
Juntei

I.IAGA

Ry[i-o

For Eastern Art

PARINIRVA}.{A

Nehart

PEACOCK VIDYARAIA
Kujaku MyGd

PRETA (REALM) tvlANrusRI
Kishi Monju

R./I\GNU{IA
lizen My&6

RATNASA}{BHAVA
H6stt6

SAIffAT{I.JNI
Shaka

SAIVI{NTABHADRA
Fugen

SARASVATI

Benzaiten

SPIRIT OF IVIT. ZAO

ZaE Gongen

SRI MAHADEVI, SRI IAKSMI
KichiBten

SI.'RYAPRABHA

Nikk6

TAIITAATA
Nyorai

TEN GREAT DISCIPLES OFTHE BI,'DDHA

Jfrai Deshi
AMND{ Anart

A}.IIRUDDHA ANATiISU

PLTRI.IA Funma

I(ATYAYA}.IA Kasennen

IVI/AII{K{SYAPA lvlakakashd

IVIAI.JMALYAYAI{A MOK*ENTEN

RAI{[rIA Ragora

SARIPUTRA ShATihOtSU

SLTBHUI Subodai

UPALI Upari

THIRTY.TI{REE TY"ES OF AVAI'KITESVARA
Sanjiisan IGnnon

THOI.'SA}.IDARMED AVAI'KITESVARA
Senju Kannon
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TWELVE GENERALS OF YAKUSHI

Jiini Taishd

TWELVEGODS
Jllniten

VAISRAVAI'IA norttr Bishamonten

BRAHIvIA, heaven Bonten

YAtvIA, south Emmaten

VAy-I.r, norrh Fiiten

CAI.IDRA, moon Gatten

ISAT.IA, northeast Ishanaten

PRTHIYI, earth Jiten

AGNI, souttreast Katen

SURYA, sun Nitten, Nichiten

NAIRTTI, southwest Rdsetsuten

VARLJNA, west Suiten

II\[DRA, east Taisttakuten

LTNGYO (CITSEDMOUTHED) DVARAPAIA

Naraen Ni6

VAIROCA}IA
Birushana, Roshana

VAJRr!\-HOLDER, DVARAPAIA
Kongdrikishi, S hiikongdj in

VAJRASATTVA
Kongbsatta

VAIRAYAIGA
Kong6yasha

V.LSI.'BA}.IDHU

Seshin

VIDYARAJA
My6-6

MGAI{APATI
Yuima Koji

WATER-MOON AVAI.OTf,TES VAITA

Suigesu Kannon

WHITE-ROBED AVAI-OKITES V AIUC\

Byakue lGnnon

YAI$A
Kubanda

YAIVIA
Emma

Yffi
Dai-itoku My6-6
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A CLASSIFICATION OF JAPANESE CERAMICS

Japanese potrery oontains a wealth of types, forms, and styles which can be organized along tairly clear

guidelines. Individual, known potters such as Ninsei or Kenzan arc listed by Cutter number (alphabetically)

at the beginning of Japanese ceramics. Before the known potters is a general area of six divisions, which

can be exparded as the rrced arises:

l. Techn[ues
2. Chronology
3. Maps
4. Diagrams
5. Mad<s

6. Comparisons(cross-period)

In the Fogg system, these six general categories would have to be assigned second-line numbers

beginning with "A", to keep them in front of the Cutter numbers for hnown potters. Since some Cutter

numbers would also begin wittr an "A," lhe six categories should arbitrarily be assigned numbers such as

A00l-A015, for example. That would allow for a total of 15 evenural general categories before the listing

of known potters. For those who do not, use the Fogg system, this adaptation may be easier.

After the listing of known potters, and next in the cataloging sequence arc ponery styles, named

primarily for ttreir rype-site of prodrction. Ceramics is ttrus divided by style because so many styles cross

chronological boundaries, without significant changes. These categories and their numbers ccur on the

second line of the Fogg numerical classification. Including suggested Fogg numbers, they are:

52GF Agano
52NG Ardort
52SD Asani
52TY Asumi
53BK Banko

53BN Bizen

56EG Echizert

59GC Hagi
59KU Hakuart

62GA Iga
62MC Imari
62MH Imbe

64GA Kaga
64zu Kakiemon
&LP Kameyama

64MR lGratsu
64NK Ki Seto
64tW Kokiyomizu
6/YI Kuuni
65HK Mino

66BF Nabeshima

67BH Obi
67RF Oribe
69KU Raku
72EK Sanage

72FiM Satsuma
72JM Seto

TLKG Seo Guro
72MF Shigaraki
72MK Shino
72MN Shirashi
72RM Sue

72TK Suzu
73EB Tamba
73HK Takatori
73LS Tlreeolq
73LT Three.color(green-glazed)
73PK Tokoname

77HF 7nn

After ttrese preceding categories, ceramics is arranged according to period- Please note that both Jomon

and Yayoi types of pottery are classihed under the period divisions below. Again, the suggested numbers

would be in accord with the Fogg numerical system.

12 Early Jomon
13 Middle Jomon
14 I-ate Jomon, c.200 B.C.
15 Yayoi,200 B.C.-250 A.D.

16 Kofun,25U552 A.D.
17 Asuka (Suiko), 552-&5
18 Nara,645-794
19 Heian, T%-1185
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IGmakura, ll85-1333
Nambokucho, 133G1392

Muromachi, 1392-1568

Momoyama" 1568-1615

26 Edo, 1615-1868

27 Meiji, 1868- l9l2
28 Modern, l9l2-Present

Following the division into perids on the rhird line, is a division into type or function of ttre ceramic

piece:

A Sets, groups

B Drawings
C Boxes, bowls, dishes, Plates, trays

D Jars, vases

E Beaken, boilles, ewers' pitchers, pouring vessels

F Cups, mizusashi, mukoztrke, rinsi waterjars ftensui), tea bowls, tea caddies' teapols

G Pedestals, stands

H Absract forms, animal forms, human forms, object forms

N Shards

R Bruh pols, charcoal braziers, hand warmers, incense boxes, incense burners, incense caddies, ink

slabs, keute lid ress (fuu-oki), kuridashi (confetti candy plates), motrlars, trays for calligraphy needs

The above letrers (A ttfough R) can be modified with orher leuers to separate cups from tea bowls

(under ,F) or abstract forms from animal forms (under "H"). In that way, GB might represent "pedestals"

and GD "stands."

Based on the preceding schema and the Fogg sysrcm, a bowr made in the Muromachi Period' Agano

style, would be cauloged a-s: 452J = Pottery, Japan

52GF = Agano
24CC 5 = Muromachi, bowl (5th slide)

A boule by Ninsei might be cataloged as: 452 J = PottorI, Japan

N4l2 = Ninsei
EB 4 = Bottle (4th slide)

In the example of Ninsei, the period is not noted because it generally stays ,h. *T: for one anisL and

we also know when gre potter lived. If there are multiple slides of ote objecl one could then modify the

last number with letters (4b,4d,4m,4p)'
Finally, if one does not know the siyle of a ceramic piece, rtren it can be cataloged by period in the

following manner:

452J = Pottery, Japan

19 = Heian Period

DB 3 = Jar (3rd slide)

To summari zetheabove information, the classification break-down is bas€d on which tlpe of

information is known about the object:

Known potter

Type of object
Slide sequence number

Known perid (style and potter unknown)

Type of object
Slide soquence number

A. Known stYle (Potter unknown)

B. Period

C. Type of object
D. Slide sequence number

22
23
24
25

A.
B.
C.

A.
B.
C.
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ASIAN NUMERICAL TABLBS

One of the problems in cataloging Asian art slides is the codifying of Asian names (using the Fogg

system). Curators of Western art have recourse to the Cuuer-sanborn ttlree-figure table, but that system is

based on frequerrcy of names in English, and is inadequate for either Japanese q Chinese. Ttrerefore, the

following tables have been devised ar rhe University of Michigan so that unique numbers can be assigned o
each Japanese or Chinese site and artist Masuyo Darling created rtre Japanese Table based on frequency of

names, Eleanor Mannikka created the Pinyin Table.

The Japanese indexing of names is slightly different from the Chinese. For instance, words beginning

wigr HX,MN,S, and T were so numerous that the combination of one initial letter and three numbers

(following after the Cutter table pattern) was insufficient. Consequently, ttrose leuers have been expanded

into phonetics. For example, the letter "M" was divided ino an MA section with numben assigned from

0l0ioggg,andthenanME section,followedby Ml,MO,andMU,eachinturnwithnumbersfrom0l0
to 999. Ouside of the six letten noted above, one initial leuer with is numbers 010 through 999 is

standand.

The Japanese table very specifically indicates where to begin and end a sequence. To illusrate its

arrangement, an excerpt from the "c" section is shown here.

47

Chika
Chike
Chima

270429
430-529
530{,29

Based on these divisions, the artist Chikuden might have a classification number such as C495. The

entry "Chike" followed by "Chima" tells the caaloger that any word which occurs alphabetically between

those sounds should be given a number between 430 and 529. Since "Chiku" (in "Chikuden") is at ttre end

of that sequerrce, rrr.rn-b"ring that there is no "L" in Japanese, we assigned it the number 495. That

allows 65 places for words beginning with "Chiki" and "Chiko," and 34 places for "Chikz." Although

there snoutd always be sufficient space to insert nulmes using only ttuee numbers, a fotrrth number can be

added if necessary. That would expand the range in our example (n-529) by 1000. In other wonds, we

could have given Chikuden the number C4955, allowing 650 spaces for words beginning with "Chiki" and

"Chika," and 340 spaces for "Chikr."
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010449
050{99
lm-159
l6Gl79
180-245
245-339
340419
42!0449
4fi-529
530-569
570-{,39
640689
690-779 Asa

JAPANESE NUMERICAL TABLE

A
Ae
Ai
Aj
Aka
Ake
Ama
Arne
fui
Ao
An
Arc

810-859 Choka
860-909 Chota
910-949 Chu
950-999 Chuma

010449 h
050-329 Dai

330-389 Daj
3n449 Dart

45M99 Dm
500-599 De

600{99 Dema

700-759 Do
760-819 Doda

820-879 mta
88G939 D*a
9ltG999 Doa

010.,159 E
lffi-229 Ech

230-329 Fi
330409 Ei
4t0499 Ej
500-549 Ema

55U799 En

800-839 Eo
840-919 Esa

Y2O-999 Eu

010{29 Fu
030{59 Fuda

06G135 Fuji
136-214 Fujis
215-279 Fuka
280-339 Fuke
?/;0419 Fuku
42M99 Fukum

500-539 Fuma

$0429 Fun
630{/;9 Funb

650654 Fuo
655479 Fua
680-799 Furu
800-859 Fusa

W-929 Futa

930-975 Fute
976-999 Fuu

010445 Ca

04ffi9 Gama

070489 Grc
090-l 19 Ge

l2Ll49 Gen

l5Gl89 Genn

19G209 Geo

2tu229 Gi
23G259 Gin
?tu3/lg Go
35G419 Ge
42M99 Goj
50G59 Gon

ffi679 Gonn
68G799 Goo
80G849 Gu
85G899 Gun
90G919 GtP
YzU999 Gr

01G089 Ha

09G139 Haga

l4Gl9 llaha
?ffi279 Haka

A3U349 Hama

35G419 Han

42GSW I{anba

51M39 IIrc
6/;G679 Hasa

68G749 Hashi

75G819 llata
&2G889 llattg,

89G929 IIau
93h9{ll- HaP

01H299 He

30G549 Hej
55G79 Hema

80G99 Heta

01G099 Hi
l0Gl09 Hie
I1G209 Hig
21G239 Hiha
7;U299 Hika
30G349 Hima
35G439 Hin
4F;o449 Hio
45G599 Hira
60G839 Hire
84G889 Hisa

89G939 Hise
94U979 Hita
98G99 Hiu

01G059 Ho

06G099 Hof
10G199 Hok
2W279 Hom

28G39 Hon
400'4,n Hoo
43G579 Hor

53G829 Hos

83G939 Hot
948-99 Hou

01G39 HYa

4W799 Hyo
80G99 HYu

01G039 I
04G109 Ich

l lGl59 lh
l6Gl79 Itu
l8G2l9 Iha

22G255 Ii
2sG275 Ij
276289 Il<a

29U329 Ike

33U379 Iki
380-4;n Irna

430449 Ime

45G519 In
52G569 Inb

57G629 Io
63G669 lsa

67G739 Ishi
74U789 Iso

79o.8/9 Ita

85G859 Iu
86G939 Iwa
94G999 Iya

0lG'039 Ja
04G065 Jama

066069 Je

07ur24 Ji
t26-179 Jika
18G339 Jin
340-399 Jio
400479 Jit
48G569 Jo
57G659 Joka

ffi-1W Joo

7lG8l9 Jos

82G865 Jou

8&929 Ju
93G999 Jun

780-849
850-909
910-949
950-999

010445
046463
063480
081-120
tzr-r39
140-315
3r6-y9
350-379
380439
4/0,469
470-515
5rG524
52/,-579
580640
64t493
691-745
746-799
8m-829
830-854
855-925
926-930
931-979
980-999

010449
050-l19
r?n-,99
2W-269
270429
430-529
43p,-529

630699
7W,59
7fi-gcp

Ba

Brh
Be
Bai
Baj
Bst
Bas

Be

Ben

Bo
Betsl
Beil
Bi
Bin
Bo
Bok
Bort
Bu
Btilt
Bun
Bm
But
Bp

Cha
chi
Chida
Chiha
Chika
Chike
Chima
Chio
Chita
Cho

Ase
Ata
Au
An
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61G689 Nakat

6W769 Nama

77G839 Nan

8/;U949 Nrc
95G99 Nasa

0lGl29 I{e
t3U249 Netu
25M39 Neka
44G519 Nema

52G589 Nen

5W739 Neo

74G859 Nesa

86G99 Neu

01G079 Ni
08G259 Nii
2&v9 Nij
35M19 Nim
42M69 Nio
47U66l9 Nisa
67G869 Nishi
87G959 Nit
9*999 Niu

01G099 No
l0Gl99 Nob
2W259 Noch
2*289 Ne
2W379 Nog
38G4.n Noi
43G509 Noka
51G609 Noma
61G789 Naa
7W939 Nosa

94U999 Nou

OlGOtg Nu
05G099 Nui
10G209 Nuka
21G369 Nuki
370-5/;9 Numa
55G749 Nun
75G839 Nuo
UG929 Nusa

930-999 Nuu

49

010{39
040-069
070.o79
080-l 19

t20-t29
130-189
r90-2r9
220-299
3m-325
3?r.-339
34049
450479
480-519
520-545
546-589
590619
620459
ffi.{r,9
670-719
720-769
770-819
820-854
855-859
860-899
900-949
950-969
970-999

010-l 19

t20-339
340,419
420499
7W-999

010454
055{89
090-129
130-209
2t0-289
2904t9
420429
430499
500-609
610-749
750-809
810-839
840-949
950-999

010{89
090-135
l3Gl99
2W-239
240-255

IG
K&
I(rc
I(aga
Katt
Kai
IGJ
IGka
IGma
IGrne
IGmi
IGmo
IGn
IGnb
IGrE
Iknf
IGno
I(m
I(r
IGsa
Kata
Kasu
Kau
IGwa
IGwam
I(ap
I(azu

Kea

Kei
Kej
IGrt
Keo

Ki
IGfa
Kiha
Kika
Kima
Kin
Kio
Kir
Kis
Kita
Kite
Kiu
Kiya
Kiza

259-329
330479
480-599
600615
616659
ffi499
7Cn.799
800-859
860-879
880-929
930-999

010{19
020459
060{99
lm-149
150-199
2m-259
2ffi-299
300-349
350419
420429
430459
460-539
v0{/,9
650-719
720-779
780-869
870-919
920-969
970-999

010-149
150699
7N-999

010{69
070-149
150-165
t66,-2W
2t0-229
230-3W
310-359
ffi49
450-539
540639
&0-739
760-819
820-939
910-969
970-999

010479
080409

Koka
Koma
Kon
Koo
Kora
Kosa
Koshi
Kota
Kon
Koya
Ku,a

Kua
Kuba
Krrch
Kue
Kui
Kuma
Kume
Kun
Kuni
Kunj
Kuo
Kura
Kure
Kuro
Kusa
Kuse
Kuta
Kuwa
Kuya

Kya
Kyo
Kyu

Ma
N,Ire

Maf
Maga
Maha
Maka
Mama
Man
Mara
Masa
Masu
Mata
Matsu
Matt
I"laya

4rG529
53G709
7ru769
77U949
9su99D

01G049
05G099
loGl55
156189
rw229
23U2&
265-29D
20G335
33G4-19
42U509
5lG519
52G569
s7u629
63U749
75U775
775-88/.
885-909
91G999

01G089
09G154
t55-249
25U329
33G569
57U7@
7tu759
7ffi-949
95G999

0rGo49
05G129
r3u270
28G309
310-4i29
43M59
4f0{/9
65G759
7*8n
83G959
9&99

01G059
w239
uG289
29G369
37A449
45U529
53G609

Mia
Miba
Mich
Mi&
Miha
Mika
Mike
Mima
Min
Mine
Mio
Misa
Mita
Mitse
Miu
Miya
Miyo
Mizu

Mo
Moda
Moma
Mon
Mori
Moro
Mosa
Mota
Mou

Mu
Muda
Muka
Muma
Mun
Muo
Mura
Mure
Musa
Muta
Muu

I{a
,Naga
Naha

Naka
N*ag
Nakak
Nal@rt

Mej
Men
Meo
Mesa

Meu

Me
Mei

Ko
Koda
Koga
Koi
Koj

01G349
35G699
7W999

01G049
05G079
08G099

Np
Nyo
Nyu

o
Oda

Oe
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lm-149
150-189
r90-249
250-329
330-399
4Cr.49
450-549
550699
7m-759
7fi-799
800-849
850r39
940-999

010-299
3m499
500{99
7Cp-799
8m-899
900-999

010-029
030{99
lm-l19
r20-r49
150-169
r70-t79
180-209
2t0-2t9
220-259
2&-269
270-3W
310-379
38t0449
4fl499
5m-549
550649
650689
690:lw
7to:779
780-819

820-909
910-999

010435
036-109
l lGl54
155-174
r75-274
275-374
375464
465499
sm-539
s4p,439

oga
Oha

oi
Oka
Oke
Oma
ort
Oo
Ora

Osa

Oshi
Ota
otr

Pa

Pe

Pi
Po
Pu

Sa

Ra
Rai
Raj
Rart

Rao
Re
Rei
Rej
Ren
Reo
Ri
Rika
Rin
Rio
Ro
Roku
Roky
Roza
Ru
Rya
Ryo
Ryu

Sa

Sach

Se
Saha

Sai
Saka

Sake

Saku
Sama

San

640689
690-769
770-804
805-884
885-964
965-999

010+19
050{99
rm-299
300499
500-599
ffi-749
75U799
800-899
900-999

010439
040489
wo-r29
t30-249
250-299
300-359
ffi479
480-569
570509
610579
68i0-729

730-779
780-849
850-909
910-949
950-999

010{99
rw-229
230-289
2:90-319
3204t9
550{59
700-879
880-999

010{59
060499
rw-249
25U299
ffi49
4s0-599
ffi479
750-799
800-899
90G999

Sao

Sasa

Sase

Sata

Sau

Saya

Se

Sega

Sei
Seka

Sema

Sen

Seo

Seta

Seu

Sha

shi
Shich
Shiga
Shiha
Shika
Shima
Shin
Shio
Shira
Shisa
Shiu
Sho
Shon
Shu
Shun

So
Soga

Soka
Soma
Son
Sosa

Sota
Sou

Su
Sue

Suga
Suha
Suka
Suma
Sun
Suo
Susa

Suu

01G059
06G089
09G099
loGl 19

l2Gl89
r9u29B
30G399
400-469
47o/,99
50G559
56G609
61G659
67U769
77G819
82G869
87G949
95G999

0lGo19
05G079
08G139
l4Gl89
rw269
nc369
370449
45G599
60G659
66G899
90G999

01G059
06c099
l0Gl79
18G249
25G/;W
4IG599
60G679
68G849
85G999

01G099
loGl99
re259
?ffi-339
34G539
54G599
60G759
7&919
v2G999

01G049
05Gl 19

ra(J..r45
t4G279

Ta
Tfu
Tn
Taga
Tai
Taka
Take
Taki
Tako
Tarna
Tame
Tan
Tanga
Tm
Tasa

Tala
Tau

Te
T€da

Tei
Teka
Tema
Ten
Teo
Tera

Tere

Tesa

Teu

To
Tah
Te
Toha
Toka
Toma
Tona
Tota
Tou

Tsu
Tsuch
Tsue
Tsuj
Tsuka
Tsuma
Tsun
Tsuo
Tsuta

U
Uchi
LJda

Lre

280-329 Uea

33G389 Uka

39G5/;9 Uma
55U629 Un
63G659 Uo
ffi759 Ura

76G859 Usa

86G889 Ushi

90G969 Uta

97G999 Uu

01G079 Wa

08Gl 19 Wai
12U279 Waka

28G409 Wake

41G4l99 Wama

50G579 Wra
58G699 Wrea

7C09n Wara

93G999 Wate

01G029 Ya

03G059 Yrch
0ff-;WI Yaga

W3-W9 Yaha

l0Gl39 Yaka

14U249 Yama

25U259 Yame

2fi-3(#_ Yana

31G325 YarP

32A429 Yasa

43V69 Yala
47G479 Yat

48G489 Yo
490p499_ Yoha

50G509 Yoka

51G555 Yoko
55G579 Yoku
58G623 Yona

624-659 Yoo
ffi69ry^ Yosa

7N-7W Yoshi

80G829 Yoso
83G849 You

85G864 Yu
865-874 Yuha
875-929 Yuka
93U949 Yuma

95U9& Yun
965-969 Yuo
97G989 Yua
99C999 Yuu
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010459
060-179
180-249
250-299
3m-599
600{69
670-799
800-899
9m-999

7a
7at
7aj
7i
7st
7a
7a
Zu
zuj

Asian Numerical Tables 5l
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EXPLANATION OF THE PINYIN NUMERICAL TABLE

The pinyin Numerical Table serves o provide a second-line catalog number for Chinese architectural

sites, and for Chinese surnames of artiss and sculptors.

The numeration in the Pinyin Table is based on tlre frequency of Chinese surnames. Popular surnames are

given a wide nmge of numbers, infrequent or rare surnames always have a minimum of ten spaces.

The zero atthe end of each number is meant to be replaced by a digit from l-9 each time that number is

used. In ttre case of two zeros, such as in "AI: A2004m," then one or both zeros are replrced by digits

from l-9 when that category is used. Thus, the Qing artist Ai Qimeng might be given 0re catalog number

A332. Some examples may clarify how the table is used:

Zhao,2430-5t0 (150 spaces, or l5m if a fourttr digit is added)

Zhao Boju....... ........2437
ThrcBosu ............. .ZM3
7haolingrang............... ..........7A95
Zhao Mengfu.. ........,2J,03
7-hao Mengjian ..........2505

Interpolation in the uble is only approximate since names may cluster around certain sounds. Also, a

fourth aigit may be added if space were not available between two numbers. In ttre examples above, Zlwo

Boju urnn * Bosu may equally have been cataloged asZA374 andZA378 if by any chance the number

A38had been assigned to a subsequent letter of the alphaber It is understood that in using this table, it
will always be necessary to first check the numbers already assigned to a last name or a place, before

interpolating a new number.

PINYIN NUMERICAL TABLE

A100 a

A200 ai
A400 an

A600 ang
A800 n

B0l0 ba

8060 bai
8130 ban
Bl90 bang
92/19 bao

8300 bei
8370 ben
84,20 beng

8430 bi
B/-7O bia
8530 biao
8570 bie
8720 bin
8800 bing
8870 bo
8950 bu

C0l0 ca

C020 cai C830
C050 car C870
C060 cang C880

C070 czD C890
Clm @ C920
Cl l0 cen C940
Cl20 ceng C950
Cl50 ctu C960
Cl70 ctui C970
C2l0 chan C990
C250 chang

C300 chm D0l0
C350 che DU20

C370 ctren Dl30
C530 ctreng Dl70
C620 chi D200
C690 chong D250

C7m chott D29O

C7l0 chu D330

C770 chua Dtl0
C780 chuai Dt50
C790 chuan D500
C8m chuang D550
C820 chui D570

G0l0 I
G030 ga,

G090 gan

Gl60 gang

G200 gao

G350 ge

G370 gei

G390 gen

G4l0 geng

G4/;0 gong

G500 gou
G530 su
G7m gua

G7l0 guai

G72O grnn
G750 guang

G800 gui
G890 gun

G900 guo

chun
chrc
ci
cong
cou
cu
cuan

cui
cun
cuo

&
dai

dill
dang

tu
&
&i
deng

di
dian

dim
die
ding

El00
E300
E500
E700
E900

F0l0
Fl l0
F220
F350
F440
F5l0
F6l0
F/10
F8l0

diu
dong

dot
dr
durt
dui
drn

eng

er

h
fan

fang
fei
fen

feng
fo
fou
fu

H010
HOr0
H060
Hl30

D6r0
D660
D730
D780
D860
Dgm
D950

e

ei
en

ha

hai
han
hang
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Hl70 hao
H2l0 he

H2/O hei

H260 hen

HnO heng
H300 hong

H350 hou

H400 hu
H500 htu
H530 huai

H550 huan

H570 huang

H780 hui
H890 hun

H940 huo

J0r0 ji
J090 jia
Jl80 jiang
1270 jiao
J330 jie

J390 jin
t470 iing
1620 jiong
J650 jiu
J680 ju
J780 juan

J8l0 jue
J890 jun

K0l0 ka
K060 kai
Kl l0 kan

Kl70 kang

K230 kao

K280 ke

K330 ken

K380 keng

K430 kong
K500 kou
K570 ku
K630 ktta
K690 kuai
K730 htan
K780 kuang
K850 kui
K890 kun
K940 kuo

L0l0 la
L020 lai
L050 lan

t 80 lang

Ll l0 lao

Ll40 le
Ll60 lei
Ll80 leng

Lzm li
I/m [a
L4l0 lian
L/.20 liang
L5,20 liao
L560 lie
L570 lin
I.620 ling
1670 liu
L7-70 long
L8m lou
L850 lu
L950 luan

L970 lue
L980 lun
L990 luo

M0l0 ma

Mt20 mai
Ml40 man

Ml80 mang

M220 nuto

M260 mei
M300 men

M340 meng

M380 mi
M480 mian
M530 miao
M580 mie
M630 min
M680 ming
M730 miu
M780 mo
M850 mou
M930 mu

N0l0 na

N090 nai

Nl50 rum

N2l0 rulng

N240 nao

N300 Ip
N320 nei

N360 nen

N380 neng

N4l0 ni
N480 nian

N530 niang

N560 niao

N600 nie

N630 nin
N690 ning
N750 niu
N8l0 nong

N850 nou

N870 nu

N890 nuan

N9l0 nue

N940 nun

N970 nuo

O7m ou

P0l0 F
P080 pat

Pl50 patt

P200 pang

W0 pao

P3l0 pei
P370 pen

P4l0 peng

P460 pi
P5l0 pian

P560 piao
P6l0 pie
P640 pin
P700 ping
P760 po
P8l0 pou

P860 pu

QolO q
a090 qa
Ql50 i,an
Q290 qiang

Q350 qirc

Q4l0 F
Q440 qin

Q520 qing

a600 qiong

Q650 qiu

Q720 $
Q800 quilt

Q850 qr
Qq20 qtJn

R0l0 nn
R070 rang

R130 rzn

Rl90 IB

R220 rcn

R370 reng

R430 ri
R5m rong

R580 rou

R650 ru
R730 ruan

R800 rui
R870 run
R930 ruo

S0l0 sa

5030 sai

5040 san

5050 sang

5060 s&
5070 s
5080 s€n

5090 seng

Sl00 sha

Sl20 sttai
Sl30 shan

Sl40 stung
Sl50 shao

5160 she

Sl70 shei

Sl80 shen

5330 sheng

5480 shi
5540 shou

5550 shu

5560 shua

5570 shuai

5580 shuan

5590 shuang
5600 shui
5610 shun
5620 shuo

5630 si
5690 song

5780 sou

5790 su

5880 suan

5890 sui
5900 sun

5990 suo

mlo la
T040 tai
Tl00 tan
Tl80 tang
T300 tao

T360 te
T380 teng
T440 ti
T47O tian
T5l0 tiao
T570 tie

T600 ting
T650 long
T7m tou
T740 tu
T790 trum

T840 tui
T890 tun
T950 tui

W0l0 ua
W030 u/ai

W050 wan

Wl20 wang

W420 urci

W5l0 \r€n
W680 weng
W760 wo
W780 wu

X0l0 xi
X090 xia
Xl80 xian
X250 xiang
X3l0 xiao
X380 xie
X480 xin
X540 xing
X500 xiong
X640 xiu
X700 xu
X830 xuan

X870 xue
X940 xun

Y0l0 )a
Yfr70 yai
Yl l0 yanb

Yl70 yang

YnO )€o
Y380 yE

Y440 yi
Y460 yin
Y500 ying
Y550 yong
Y600 you
Y640 yu
Y780 yuan

Y870 yue

Y930 yun

ZJu.rc a
7A2O ar
m3O a{t
7n4;0 zztng
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7fr50 nD
7MD
2fr70 zrli
7n80 ?En

7ID0 zrng
Zll0 ts
Zl2O zhai

Zl30 dtart
ZLSO zhary
7.430 ?hn
7580 ilE
7190 zhei

7ffi zJtert

75lO zhatg
7550 ztti
7ffi zhong

7j70 zhott

Tl40 zttu

7&0 drua
7l.50 druai
78fi dtuan
7J70 dtuang
Zf,&O dtui
7A90 dtun
Z9(JI.]_ zttuo

Z9l0 zt
2920 ?.ong

Z93O z$t
2950 Tt
29ffi zinn
2970 zui
Z98O zun

Z99O zuo
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